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L lntroduction

This report provides my analysis of the State of Nebraska's noncompliance with the
Republican River Compact ("Compact"), the inadequacies of Nebraska's current plan to comply
with the Compact, and the remedies required to overcome those inadequacies and ensure
Nebraska's compliance. I base this expert analysis on my professional expertise in three
interrelated areas. First, as Kansas Chief Engineer since 2007,1am statutorily responsible for
the proper administration of all surface water and groundwater rights in Kansas, and to ensure
that Kansas fulfills its obligations under its four interstate water compacts. Second, I serve as

the Kansas representative to the Republican River Compact Administration ("RRCA"), service
that has made me familiar with the structural reasons for Nebraska's long noncompliance with
the Compact. Finally, from 1992 through 2OO7,l served as the lnterstate Water lssues Specialist
for Kansas. ln that capacity, I assisted Kansas' efforts to resolve its concerns with Nebraska's
noncompliance through the RRCA, between 1992 and 1998; and between 1998 and 2003, I

served on the technical team that negotiated and implemented the Final Settlement Stipulation
("FSS"), its Accounting Procedures, and the RRCA groundwater model ("Model").

Nebraska has a documented and increasing inability to comply with the Compact when
the Compact matters most-during critical dry periods, such as those years between 1989-1992
and 2002-2007, Nebraska now claims that it has put in place a plan to ensure future
compliance. Yet as I will demonstrate below, Nebraska's current plan remains insufficient to
ensure Compact compliance during critical dry periods and over the long term. That plan is

insufficient because it fails to address the cause of Nebraska's noncompliance-excessive
groundwater pumping, which is permanently depleting the baseflows within the river's
hydrological system. lndeed, without a substantially different plan than its current one,
Nebraska's future groundwater computed beneficial consumptive use ("CBCU") will grow and
eventually exceed Nebraska's total Compact allocation in dry periods. This systemic overdraft
will cause surface water supplies to become increasingly scarce during dry periods, further
undermining the purposes of the federal water projects within the river basin that are so crucial
to the Compact and to Kansas. As groundwater over-pumping further diminishes these surface
supplies, Nebraska will not be able to depend upon them for compliance purposes. Most
importantly from my perspective, Nebraska's plan will produce further violations of the
Compact and further harm to Kansas.

Nebraska's excessive over-pumping of groundwater has injured the hydrological system
of the river basin, and that injury is getting worse, lts compliance plan does not treat that
injury, lnstead, Nebraska's plan merely addresses the symptoms of that injury, through a

var¡ety of strained and convoluted short-term mechanisms. As I will show in this report,
Nebraska's current plan is ìnsufficient to achieve Compact compliance for three principal
reasons.

As with past plans, Nebraska's current compliance plan lacks an essential element: a

realistic plan to permanently address the continuing increases in groundwater
depletions that inevitably result from excessive groundwater pumping.

a
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The principal effect of the current iteration of Nebraska's lntegrated Management Plans

("lMP's") is to delay the substantial action that is immediately required to ensure future
Compact compliance over the long term.

. Many essential details of Nebraska's compliance plan are untested, uncertain, and

indefinite. Therefore, that plan is unreliable.

These reasons fundamentally undermine the trustworthiness of Nebraska's compliance plan,

After suffering for Nebraska's noncompliance during the dry periods of 1989-1992 and 2OO2-

2006, Kansas should no longer be required to trust Nebraska and its various and iterative plans

for Compact compliance. The Court should do what Nebraska has long known to be necessary,

but what it cannot or will not achieve. First, to overcome the hydrological inadequacies of the

Nebraska plan, it should order substantial and definite cuts in groundwater pumping that are

sufficient to enable Compact compliance over the long term. Second, to overcome the plan's

administrative inadequacies, the Court should appoint a River Master who will supervise and

enforce an effective compliance plan. Without these much-needed remedies, Kansas will be

required to return to the Court when Nebraska's plan eventually fails, as it inevitably will,

Kansas can no longer be expected to rely upon Nebraska's purported commitment to a

Supreme Court decree.

Attached as Attachment 1 to this report is my Statement attached to the Kansas Petition

("Statement"), which is made a part of this report, and to which I regularly refer. This report
also refers to other Kansas expert reports, which I have listed in the References section.

Prior Proceedings in this Action

Following the Court's approval of the Decree of May 19, 2003, 538 U,S. 720, the States

worked to implement the methods and procedures set forth in the FSS, The States, acting

through the RRCA, jointly developed the accountings that would quantify the allocations for
each State, sub-basin by sub-basin. The FSS provides for a phase-in period, which delayed the

first water-short year test until 2006, but included the years 2005 and 2006. The results of this

test were determined in 2007 . For normal years, the first test began in 2OO7 , f or years 2003

through 2007. The results of this test were determined in 2008.

The first annual accountings underthe FSS revealed that Nebraska was overusing its

allocations. During the phase-in years, Kansas repeatedly called for action by Nebraska.

Nebraska's actions did not sufficiently reduce its overuse, and so it failed its first tests of
compliance.

As a result of Nebraska's failure to meet these tests, I wrote Dr. Ann Bleed, then

Director of Nebraska's Department of Natural Resources, in December 2007. ln that letter, I

formally recognized Nebraska's noncompliance with the FSS, and suggested remedies that
would enable Nebraska to comply, Despite consideration of the matter by the RRCA pursuant

a
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to Section Vll,A of the FSS, Nebraska did not respond with any significant changes in its
approach to Compact compliance,

On October 2t,2008, the States initiated non-binding arbitration on the matter
according to the dispute resolution provisions set forth in Section Vll of the FSS. The States
selected Mr. Karl Dreher, a former chief water engineer for the State of ldaho, as the Arbitrator,
Whíle six issues were considered during this arbitration, the two most important for my
purposes concerned Nebraska's noncompliance with the Compact and the FSS, and the proper
remedies to ensure Nebraska's compliance in the future, Hearings and limited discovery
proceeded during the fall and winter of 2008-2009, concluding with ten days of trial in Denver
in March and April of 2009. On June 30, 2009, Mr, Dreher issued his final decision {corrected
July L3,2009). ln that decision, Mr. Dreherstated, "[t]he fact is Nebraska has not been in
compliance with the FSS since it was executed on December 15, 2002, until the S-year normal
administration period ending in 2008, following the wet year of 2007 with wet-year conditions
continuing through 2008 . . , ," Final Arbitration Decision of June 30, 2009 (Corrected July 13,
2009), Finding L51, pp. 57-58 (internal citations omitted). Mr. Dreher also found that "Kansas
had adequately demonstrated that its proposed remedy would result in Nebraska's compliance
with the FSS, even during dry-year conditions . . . :' ld., Finding 135, pp. 49-50. Yet Mr. Dreher
also found that Kansas had not shown that its remedy was the minimum remedy necessary for
compliance, and that Kansas experts had possibly overestimated the reductions in groundwater
irrigated acreage necessary for Nebraska's compliance. ld., p.50. Conversely, Nebraska "has
underestimated the amounts by which it is likely to exceed its allocations during dry-year
conditions," by as much as 30,000 acre-feet per year, /d,, Finding 150, p. 57. Most lmportantly,
Mr. Dreher was consistently skeptical of Nebraska's ability to ensure future compliance with
the Compact and the FSS, See id., Findings L36-L5L, pp, 50-58.

ln May, 201"0, Kansas fíled a Motion for Leave to File Petition, Petition, and Brief in
Support with the Supreme Court of the United States, pursuant to Kansøs v. Nebraska &
Colorado, No. 126 Orig. ln April, 201"L, the Court granted Kansas'Motion and appointed Mr.
William J. Kayatta, Jr. as Special Master, This expert report is submitted as part of the Kansas
case,

ll. The Hístory of Nebraska's noncompliance wlth the Compact

a. The Compact and the Republican Ríver Basin, 1943-1970

The Compact equitably divides all of the waters of the Republican River Basin ("Basin")
among Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska, When any state's use (what is called "computed
beneficial consumptive use" or "CBCU" in the Accounting Procedures) exceeds its allocation, it
deprives the downstream state of its share; water allocation compacts are a zero-sum game.
The United States Supreme Court has made it clear that the apportionment of water pursuant
to an interstate water compact binds the citizens of each state and all water claimants within
that state, Hinderlider v, La Plata River & Cherry Creek Ditch Co.,3O4 U.S. 92, 102 (1938). This

5
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obligation was well known at the time of the Compact negotiations; indeed, M.C. Hinderlider

himself represented the State of Colorado at those negotiations.

After the ratification of the Compact by the States and Federal government in 1943, a

federal system of reservoirs and irrigation districts was developed, consistent with the plan that

motivated the Compact's development. (see Figure L below) {see, e,9,, Flood Control Act of
December 22, L944, P,L, 534 (now codified at 43 U.S.C. 390b), Approving the Comprehensive

Plan of Senate Doc. L91 & No. 475, as revised by Doc. 247,78't'Cong,, 2d Session). The need to
protect the federal government's investments in water-supply infrastructure was a principal

reason behind the Compact. See Statement of Mr. Robert D, Kutz, ProJect Manager for the

Bureau of Reclamation ("Bureau"l,zg'h Annual Report of the RRCA, p' la (1989), lndeed, the

Compact explicitly provides that federal surface water development in each State be charged to

that state's respective allocation. Compact, Art, Xl (a).

Figure 1:

Republican River Reservoirs and lrrigation D¡str¡cts

Republican River Reservoirs
and lrrigation Districts

NEBRASKA

coLoRA00 XANSAS

Districts
Almena
Frenchman Valley
Frenchman-Cambridgo
Hitchcook and Red Wlllow
Kansas-Bostwick
Nebraska-Bosb¡rlok

Even in this early period, the states made it clear, and the Court ultimately agreed in

adopting the FSS, that groundwater is part of the "Virgin Water Supply" of the Basin, insofar as

it contributes to streamflows, FSS, Section ll, Konsos v. Nebraska and Colorodo, No. L26 Orig.,

Frrual SrrrLrue Nr SlpuLnrroru 1,9 (December 15, 2002). The Compact clearly placed the burden on

each State to limit its consumptive use to its Compact allocation, regardless of whetherthe
consumptive use derived from surface waters or from groundwater that contributes to surface

water flows.

As the surface water use and groundwater use and depletions increased, each state's

individual use also increased. This was not surprising and, to the extent consistent with

6
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Compact allocations, such development was appropriate and enabled by the provisions of the
Compact,

b. Nebraska's over-development of groundwater resources, 1970-2002

Subsequent to the ratification of the Compact, all three states allowed substantial
groundwater development in the Ogallala aquifer and alluvialvalley of the Republican River and
its tributaries. The effects of thís groundwater pumping became evident ín the Basin during the
1.970's in declining groundwater levels and, in many cases, declining streamflows derived from
groundwater outflows. Colorado and Kansas responded to this problem; with the exception of
three counties of the Upper Republican Natural Resource District, Nebraska did not,

By the late L970's, Colorado effectively closed its portion of the Basin to new
groundwater development. Kansas began significant restrictions duringthe same period, and
closed its upper basin in northwest Kansas to all new water development in 1984. Thus by the
late 1970's, both Colorado and Kansas had stopped increasing groundwater development in
their respective portions of the Republican River Model Domain, by limiting the number of
active groundwater wells to approximately 4,000 wells in each state.

Despite the fact that Nebraska overused its statewide allocation by L968 and seriously
overused it in L976 and 1978, Nebraska nonetheless continued to allow groundwater
development to increase. From 1976 to 2000, the cumulative number of active wells in the
Model Domain in Nebraska increased by about 50 percent, from approximately L2,000 active
wells in 1976 to over 1.8,000 wells in 2A00. Kansas v. Nebraska and Colorødo, No. L26 Orig.,
Ft¡tRt Re ponr or rHs Sprcnl M¡sre R WlrH Crnrrr¡cATE oF ADoprrolr¡ or RRCA GRouNDWATEn Mooe ç p, 18
(September t7,2OO3l,

ln Nebraska, groundwater development and pumping are controlled by its Natural
Resource Distr¡cts {"NRD's"), which are separate from and independent of the Nebraska
Department of Natural Resources ("DNR"). Prior to the adoption of the FSS, only the Upper
Republican NRD had significant limits on new groundwater development: it implemented a

Groundwater Management Area in 1978. The Middle and Lower Republican River NRD's failed
to restrict any groundwater development until the end of 2002, when the FSS required that
restriction, Yet the NRD's allowed substantial increases in irrigated acreage after 2002.

These facts are reflected in Figure 2, which shows the expansion, from 1940 to 20L0, of
acreage within the Basin that is irrigated by groundwater, This data was developed by the
States for the Model. From the late 1970's to the present, Kansas has maintained a limit of just
under 250,000 acres, and Colorado has maintained a limit of approximately 500,000 acres. Yet
over the same period, the amount of groundwater-exclusive acreage in Nebraska's portion of
the Basin has increased by nearly sixty percent, from 750,000 acres to approximately 1,2 million
acres, (The aberrant and large but temporary decline in irrigated acres in 1983 was most likely
due to the federal Payment in Kind program of that year,) This growth in Nebraska continued
substantially, even after the NRDs instituted moratoria on new wells pursuant to the FSS in
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2002, Both the State of Nebraska and its NRD's have allowed this expansion of groundwater

development in the Basin, despite clear violations of the Compact and complaints by Kansas

Figure 2:

Groundwater-exclusive irrigated area within the Republican River basin, 1940'2010

Groundwater-exclusive irrigated area within Republican Rlver Basin

194e2010 (2002)
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Nebraska's over-development leads to Compact violations

Nebraska's serious over-development of groundwater supplies eventually led to a clear

pattern of increasing non-compliance with its allocations, both in frequency and magnitude,

during critical periods of reduced supply. ln general, these sequences are related to Basin

precipitation in Nebraska. ln years of above-average precipitation, water supply and allocations

increase, while water use for irrigation decreases, because irrigation is less necessary, Since

2007, Nebraska's portion of the Basin has enjoyed ample precipitation, and Nebraska has been

in compliance, 5ee Attachment 1, Figure I to my Statement (Kansas Petition, p. C17); see olso

Figure 3. ln dry years, water supply and allocations are lower, and non-compliance by Nebraska

has been the regular result. The record shows that during dry periods, when water is most

needed, Nebraska has repeatedly failed to stay within its allocation, And even when Nebraska

has been in compliance during wet periods, its depletions of groundwater baseflow have

continued to grow, compounding the problem of all future dry periods.
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Table 1 is a compilation of summaries of the RRCA record with respect to Nebraska's

compliance and noncompliance. According to the records of the RRCA, Nebraska's first
statewide overuse was L968. lts first multi-year violation occurred in the middle and late

1970's. ln 1976 and 1978, Nebraska's statewide overuse was reported to be 97,000 acre-feet

and 61,000 acre-feet, respectively. Had the current compliance standards been in effect then,

Nebraska would have failed water-short year tests in 1977 and 1978, and the five-year tests in

I978, L979, and L980,

d. Kansas calls for Action

Nebraska's continuing over-development of groundwater resources and its officially-
reported overuse led Kansas to raise its concerns to the RRCA starting in the late 1970's. As

Nebraska's violations grew more serious, Kansas began diligent efforts to address these
concerns through the RRCA, starting in 1983. Chief Engineer David Pope consistently made his

concerns about Nebraska's noncompliance known to the RRCA at its annual and special
meetings, RRCA, 32nd Annual Report, for Compact Year L99L, pp.8-9 (1992).

At the Special Meeting of the RRCA on February 7, 1986, Chief Engineer Pope expressed his

concern that over-pumping would allow "over development of a basin that could result in a

reduction of streamflow in dry years." RRCA, 26th Annual report, for Compact Year 1985, p.

11 (1s86).

The following year, Chief Engineer Pope repeated his concerns "about long term depletions
that are occurring in the Republican River Basin . . . and, how to deal with the present

situation of consumptive uses exceeding adjusted allocations . . , ." RRCA, 28th Annual
Report, for Compact Year 1987, p. 12 (1988).

ln 1-989, ln 1.989 Kansas proposed a specific solution to the problem of groundwater over-
development, which failed by a vote of 2 to 1, with Nebraska voting no, RRCA, 33rd Annual
Report, for Compact Year 1992, p. 20 (1993),

By 1990, Chief Engineer Pope noted that both Kansas and Colorado had "taken definite
action" to limit groundwater development, but that Nebraska "had not done so, noting few
restrictions on well development in over-allocated areas." RRCA, 30th Annual Report, for
Compact Year L989, p. 12 (1990),

By L991., Chief Engineer Pope had begun to notify Nebraska of its noncompliance,

noncompliance caused by "Nebraska's combined surface and ground water consumptive uses

being above their adjusted allocations," Th¡s led Chief Engineer Pope to officially request
Nebraska 'to take the appropriate administrative actions necessary" to limit its use within its

Compact allocations. RRCA, 32nd Annual Report, for Compact Year L99L, pp. 10, 9 (1992),

Consequently, Chief Engineer Pope

a
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made a motion that the compact administration ask each of the states to
take whatever measures are necessary to stay within their annual

adjusted allocations of beneficial consumptive use of the water of the

Republican River, Pope stated that "the intent was to show the

administration was in agreement and to provide additional emphasis for
dealing with the issue." Kansas voted yes, Nebraska voted no, Colorado

voted yes; the motion failed,

ld. aT t0,ln 1992, Chief Engineer Pope stated,

the Compact records show that the amount of over-use in Nebraska

translates roughly into the amount of shortage being experienced by the

Kansas-Bostwick irrigation project in the years, 1989, 1990, and 1991.

These depletions upstream directly translate into water that is not

available to Kansas."

RRCA, 33rd Annual Report, for Compact Year 1992, p. 21- (1993). By the mid-1990's, Kansas was

reporting significant shortages within the lower part of the Basin, shortages "aggravated by

Nebraska's over-use of her allocations . , . ," RRCA, 35th Annual Report, for Compact Year 1994'

p. Ls (lees).

1989-92 witnessed a second sequence of years where Nebraska failed to keep its use

within its allocation for multiple years to the detriment of Kansas. Nebraska's statewide

overuse was 37,400 acre-feet for 1989, 32,700 acre-feet for 1990, and 52,260 acre-feet for
199L. See Table 1. Had the current compliance standards been in effect then, Nebraska would

have failed water-short year tests in 1990, 1991, and 1992, and would have also failed the five-

year tests in 199L and L992, Were it not for the flood year of 1993, such a failure could have

continued for much longer,

e. lmpacts to Kansas prior to the litigation, 1988-1993

Because it depends upon inflows into Harlan County Lake, the Kansas Bostwick lrrigation

District ("KBlD") has been significantly harmed by upstream over-pumping of groundwater that

would otherwise flow to the river. These impacts did not start with the most recent drought,

but were also significant during 1990-93, another period when Nebraska's use exceeded its

adjusted allocations as computed by the RRCA under its methods of that time. See Table 1.,

For exarnple, in the KBID Annual Report for 20O7, there is a table entitled "lnformation

From Crop Census" that provides for annual values ofclassified acres, irrigated acres, acre-feet

of water delivered, and inches/acre for years 1958 to 2000. The table also indicates the years of

short supply and which years began with restrictions in deliveries. lt shows that every year from

1.989 to 1993 was either short of supply or started with restrictions and significant reductions in

acres served, or with reductions in water deliveries, especially in 1991 and 1992.

10
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f. Lítigation leads to the Final Settlement Stlpulation

Since the 1980's, Kansas had been diligent in asking Nebraska to limit its groundwater

development and use, so that Kansas could receive its allocation; but Nebraska failed to do so.

Kansas worked with the RRCA to study the matter, and offered resolutions to address the issue

After reaching an impasse in 1995, Kansas and Nebraska entered into a final attempt to avoid

litigation, through intense, facilitated negotiat¡ons. The two states reached a preliminary

settlement, but Nebraska ultimately rejected it, ending negotiations in 1.997. Kansasv.

Nebraska ond Cotorado, No, 126 Orig., formally began in 1998.

Throughout the 1990's, Nebraska continued to allow groundwater development to
increase. After Special Master McCusick issued preliminary rulings that required the effects of
groundwater pumping to be included in determining the States' allocations under the Compact,

the States began settlement discussions. Those discussions culminated with the execution of
the FSS on Decembe r !5,2002, with the federal government's concurrence. Kqnsos v. Nebraska

and Colorado, No. 126 Orig,, FtruAr Srrrlru¡rur SrlPULATIoN, 42 (Decembe r 15, 20O21.

These negotiations, begun in October, 2001, were led by chief engineers of great

experience: Hal Simpson of Colorado, David Pope of Kansas, and Roger Patterson of Nebraska

They, along with their staff, attorneys, data experts and groundwater modelers, worked
diligently to develop the FSS, the Accounting Procedures, and the Model. The federal
government, including its own technical staff and legal counsel, also participated throughout
the process. After seven months of intense negotiations, a framework for the settlement was

developed and agreed to by the states in April 2002, The states then took an additional eight
months to add the detail found in the FSS and its appendices. Between their years of working
together through the RRCA and the extensive information produced during the lawsuit's
discovery period, the States had extensive data to draw upon, as well as the assistance of the
federal government,

The FSS, which includes the Accounting Procedures and the Reporting Requirements, is

a carefully produced, thoroughly examined, and flexible document. lt provides clear and

agreed-upon standards and methods for determining Compact compliance in a manner that
seeks to maximize the benefit and flexibility for each State, The FSS performs this dual function

through a series of carefully crafted balances. lt provides extensive but limited sub-basin

flexibility. Rather than requiring strict annual compliance, it balances five-year compliance
periods during all periods with additionaltwo-year compliance periods during critical water
short years. The tests for water-short years ensure that downstream states have access to their
allocation during the most crucial water-short periods. The Accounting Procedures work with
the Model to quantify both groundwater depletions and credits to Nebraska for the imported
water supply from the Platte River Basin. Finally, the FSS allows each state to develop its own

data, while simultaneously allowing for the States to exchange underlying data.

Like the FSS, the Model is the product of long-term cooperation among experienced

engineers, some of the finest groundwater modelers in the nation, as well as experts in data

n
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analysis. The Technical Groundwater Modeling Committee was formed in the Spring of 2OO2.

Its membership inclucled modelers Dr. Willem Schreuder, Michael McDonald, Dan Morrissey,

Chuck Spalding and Steve Larson, state officials Ken Knox, Dr. Bleed, and me, as well as Alan

Burns and Mark Phillips for the United States, As its starting point, this committee reviewed

and adopted the model grid and data sets from the United States Geological Survey's multi'
year, $1 million effort to model the entire Basin. The modeling committee then worked

extensively through December 2OO2lo further develop the groundwater model and to provide

estimates of groundwater depletions for purposes of the broader negotiat¡ons, A model report

was attached to the FSS agreement in Decelnber 2OO2,in which the States agreed on

calibration targets and model fundamentals, The committee continued its work over the

following six months to improve the model's functions and calibration. The final model was

completed on June 30, 2003, with the agreement of all the states. Even since the Model's

initial adoption by the RRCA, minor errors have been corrected, and its implementation

improved through action of the RRCA'

The FSS, the Model, and the Accounting Procedures received widespread praise, Special

Master McKusick praised the FSS as a document that was fully compatible with the Compact.

I am fully satisfied that in framing the Final Settlement Stipulation the party

States have stayed within the boundaries of the Compact and that their

settlement is in all respects compatible with the controlling provisions and

purposes of the Compact.

Seco¡o Re ponr or THE SPECIAL MASTER, pp, 2-3. McKusick's approval was shared by Mr. David

Cookson, Counsel of Record for Nebraska. Cookson praised both the settlement process and

the FSS in his statements before the Special Master.

[T]he added benefit [of the settlement process],,'is we have added on

significant parts to this settlement that weren't part of our initial

controversy but will allow this process to work in the manner that was

envisioned in 1943...[W]e have created an interwoven product that,..not

only is consistent with the terms of the Compact but provides a

meaningful way for us to get along in the future and administer the

Compact in a way that's beneficial to all three States'

ld., p,30, n, 51, Cookson's statemerrt before the Special Master provides a clear picture of how

Nebraska understood the FSS-as an agreed-upon compromise which was fully consistent with

the Compact, and which dealt with the States' obligations in a clear and flexible manner.

Cookson added,

ln terms of an annual or even an averaged annual Compact

allocation from Kansas's perspective, they're really interested in water

being available when they Ineed] it.
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What we tried to address here was a practical solution within the
general principles of the Cornpact, without being inconsistent with its
terms, such that we could address their practical concerns in a way that
didn't, in the other States' view, unduly burden us with non-Cotnpact

[obligations],
So it was a compromise.,.in the spirit of Article lX, which allows the

Compact Administration to adopt rules and regulations that.,,are
consistent with the terms of the Compact,

So we tried to address the dispute over Guide Rock and what that
meant in a way that addressed the needs of Kansas in a practical way and

addressed the concerns of up-stream States,,.such that we aren't
burdened with what we would consider to be non-Compact obligations.

ld., p.56, n. t21

lil Nebraska knowingly disregarded its obligations under the FSS between 2003 and

2007

The FSS was hailed as a victory for all States. Yet its compliance tests and its methods of
how groundwater depletions would be computed, when combined with Nebraska's past

overuse, made it clear that Nebraska would have to significantly reduce groundwater pumping,
particularly to meet the tests of critical dry periods. The challenge facing Nebraska is illustrated
by Figure 7 to my Statement, which shows the historic growth in Nebraska's groundwater

depletions and their projected growth to 2060.See Statement, Attachment 1 (Kansas Petition,
p. c20).

ln negotiating the FSS, Kansas granted major concessions. lt allowed significant flexibility
in evaluating Compact compliance, rather than insisting upon compliance on an annual basis.

Furthermore, it waived claims for past damages. Because that settlement was endorsed by all

ofthe States and approved by the Supreme Court, Kansas fully expected Nebraska to respond

decisively to its over-development of groundwater, eliminate the excessive depletions shown in
Figure 7 to my Statement, and return itself to compliance, especially during critical periods, As

the record shows, it did not,

a. The first accounting results showed noncompliance by Nebraska

Following the ratification of the FSS, the states worked diligently to implement it, At its
2003 annual meeting, the RRCA adopted the Accounting Procedures the Model as its methods
for determining water supply, allocations, each State's use, and compliance pursuant to the
FSS.

The accounting for the 2003 year, the first official year of Compact accounting pursuant

to the new methods, was formally adopted at a special meeting of the RRCA in January 2005.

RRCA, 44th Annual Report, for Compact Year 2004, p. 2 (2005). lt showed that Nebraska's 2003
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use exceeded its 2003 allocation bY25,420 acre-feet. ld., p'7t.ln 2004, Nebraska exceeded its

allocation by 36,640 acre-feet. See Table 1,

These findings were significant, because it was becoming more and more evident that a

sequence of dry years was returning to the Basin. 2002, the year the FSS negotiations were

completed, was the driest year on record, and was followed by a second dry year. These

findings should have reinforced the need for prompt action by Nebraska, but that action did not

come. ln each of these years, Kansas communicated to Nebraska that its CBCU had exceeded its

annual Compact allocation, and called on Nebraska to take additional action, See Table L,

Following 2002, Nebraska substantially overused its annualallocations, in 2003, 2004,2005,

and 2006 as well, The States fully agreed upon the accountings for 2003 and 2004' The RßCA

agreed upon the 2005 accounting, except for the issue of evaporation from non-federal

reservoirs below Harlan county Lake. The englneering committee and the RRcA accepted all of

the 2006 accounting data and model runs, but the final accounting was not developed for

similar reasons as in 2005- continued disputes over allocating evaporation from non-federal

reservoirs and Harlan County Lake. See ld'

b. Nebraska's ineffective implementation of the FSS

ln the years that immediately followed the signing of the FSS, Nebraska's principal

compliance activities consisted of seeking reductions in irrigated acres through incentive-based

tand retirement programs, metering, and developing pumping allocations in the three

Republican River NRD's'

Nonetheless, Nebraska continued to allow a substantial number of new wells in most of

the Basin through the end of 2002,even as the States were negotiating the FSS' ln the FSS,

Nebraska agreed to implement a moratorium on most new wells. This it did. Subsequently,

Nebraska also utilized the federal Conservation Reserve and Enhancement Program ("cREP")to

provide federal monies in exchange for retiring farmland from irrigation. Approximately 50,000

acres were thus retired. However, even as Nebraska was claiming to redUce groundwater

irrigation through CREP, in fact, Nebraska's Republican River NRD's as well as DNR allowed

significant expansion of irrigated acres after the court's approval of the FSS' see Letter from

Roger Patterson to the Lower Republican NRD Board, April 9, 2003'

c. Nebraska's first IMP's (2005-2007)

Although the Upper Republican NRD imposed allocation limits as far back as 1978, the

state of Nebraska did not address the growing streamflow depletions caused by its over-

development of groundwater supplies, The problem of this over-development is expressed itt

both groundwater declines and streamflow depletions, as shown in figures 3 and 4 of my

Statement. See Attachment L (Kansas Petition, p' C16-C17)'

ln an attempt to coordinate Nebraska's separate surface water and groundwater

regulation, lMp's were authorized in 2004, and the NRD's adopted their first IMP's in 2005.
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Despite the need to be much more aggressive in light of a growing record of overuse, the IMP's
contained only token limits on groundwater pumping, lndeed, each of these IMP's, which set
allocations for the period 2005-2007 , had a goal of reducing the average annual pumping by
only five percent, based on the average annual pumping during the period L998-2002, a period
of above average pumping due to below average precipitation, including 2002, the driest year
on record. See Figure 3 below. These were the allocations in effect during 2005 and 2006, the
period that is the subject of this dispute.

Figure 3:
Nebraska annual precipitation and Probability of Non-exceedance, 1918-2010

Nebraska annual precipitation, P (L980-2010*) and probability of non-
exceedance p(P < P*) for period of record (1918-2010)
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Moreover, these IMP's allowed the Upper NRD to carry over unlimited quantities of
unused allocations to the succeeding allocation period. The Middle and Lower NRD's allowed
carryover of twelve inches and nine inches of allocation respectively. Unused carryover at the
time was almost 3,000,000 acre-feet. Besides these significant carryovers, which allowed for
expanded use during critical dry periods, each of the IMP's also contained provisions allowing
their respective NRD boards to grant variances from the allocations, pooling among
landowners, and transfers over significant distances of unused allocations. Thus, these IMP's
did little to provide a mechanism to reduce, much less stop, the longer term impacts from past
groundwater pumping. Those lag effects will continue many generations into the future.

12.5
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d. DNR's own modellng results promoted a call to action by the Director of DNR,

but Nebraska rejected that call to action

The political leadership in Nebraska was well aware of the reductions and limitations

that compliance with the FSS required, After the FSS was signed, Dr. Ann Bleed, first Deputy

Director, then lnterim Director, and finally Director of DNR, completed computer model runs to

determlne NRD allocations that would be necessary for Nebraska to achieve Compact

compliance, Dr, Bleed's runs revealed that the allocations necessary for Compact compliance

were substantially lower than the NRD's allocations. lt appears Dr. Bleed knew that if Nebraska

were to comply with the FSS, the NRD's would have to substantially reduce their use of
groundwater, A brief overview of this modeling work, upon which Dr. Bleed relied, is reviewed

in the Dr. Samuel P. Perkins, Ph,D, and Steven P. Larson, Reducing Future lmpdcts of Pumping

on Groundwater ConsumptÍve lJse (November L8, 201L) ("Perkins/Larson Report"). DNR

developed forty year future projections to determine the actions needed to comply with

Nebraska's allocation over that time horizon. DNR found that, to achieve long-term compliance,

Nebraska's pumping would have to be reduced by approximately 50%.

On Decembe r !5,2006, at the invitation of Dan Smith, the director of the Middle

Republican NRD, Nebraska Governor Dave Heineman and Dr. Bleed attended a water

conference in McCook, Nebraska, in which they clearly conveyed the need to curtail
groundwater use in the Basin. Governor Heineman told the conference that the "real key" to

Nebraska's compliance was "to reduce consumptive use and achieve a balance between

competing interests for water." lrrigatíon Cuts of 75, 50 percent needed for Republican River

Compliance?, McCooK Deluv Gazrrrr, December 15, 2006, available at
http://www,mccookgazette.com/story/1181591.htm1 (last accessed November 16, 2011). Dr,

Bleed, then acting director for Nebraska NRD, went on to detail DNR's proposal for what would

be necessary to achieve compliance with the Compact and the FSS within the Basin: a fifty-
percent reduction in withdrawals from the quick response wells, and a fifteen percent

reduction in the "upland" areas. Dr, Bleed reported that in the Upper Republican NRD, that
meant limits of 2.8 to 5,7 inches per year on quick response wells, and restrictions of 1L.38

inches per year on the upland wells, ln the Middle Republican NRD, the DNR proposal

envisioned limits of 2J to 5,3 inches per year on quick response wells, and restrictions of 9.0

inches per year on the upland wells. And in the Lower Republican NRD, the DNR plan called for
limits of 2.4 to 4.8 inches per year on quick response wells, and restrictions of 9.6 inches per

year on the upland wells. Governor Heineman and Dr. Bleed recognized the need for
substantial and immediate action; Bleed noted that "'there will be lots of sacrifices,"' Yet they

fully acknowledged the need to comply with the FSS. As Governor Heineman stated, "lt will be

painful , , . but we must reduce consumptive use to meet compliance with the Compact," /d.

Mr, Smith followed up the December conference in McCook with an open letter on

behalf of the Middle Republican NRD. ln this letter, Smith acknowledged that he had organized

the December conference "to discuss the dire situation Nebraska must address regarding water

issues," Smith confirmed Ms. Bleed's call for fifty-percent reductions in pumping from quick-
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response wells and fifteen-percent reductions in upland wells. "An Open Letter to All

Concerned About Nebraska Water lssues," January 4,2007, available at
http://www.nrdnet.org/news_events/news_pdfs/ MRNRD_ 010207.pdf (last accessed

November 16,2071,). However, Mr. Smith acknowledged that even the DNR plan was not
aggressive enough for the state to achieve compliance: "This plan proposed compliance within
five years; however, compliance must be achieved by the end of 20O7." ld. alp.3. Even with
that five year span, Smith clearly understood DNR's proposal: "our existing allocations, which
DNR both established and agreed upon, need to be drastically reduced in order to achieve

compliance." /d.

Rather than heeding this collective call to action from the Governor, the Director of DNR

and a prominent NRD leader, it eventually became apparent that Nebraska would take much

different direction. Eventually, in March 2008, Dr. Bleed suddenly departed her post, Nebraska

has since discontinued considering significant reductions in groundwater punrping that can lead

to permanent solutions to Compact compliance, adopting instead a short-term plan aimed at
protecting current levels of groundwater pumping. lndeed, Dr. Bleed has recently lamented the
failure of the new Nebraska approach to compliance: "[i]f we don't amend the Integrated

Management Plans, Nebraska's assertion that it has taken steps to ensure Compact compliance

will be called into question by the Supreme Court." Not to [sic] /øte to face Republicon River

reolity, MccooK DArLy GAZEfiE, September 22,2010, ovoiloble ot
http://www.mccookgazette.com/story/1666700.htm1 (last accessed Novembe r t6,2OtIl.

e. Nebraska's second-generatíon IMP's (planned for 2008-2012, but replaced in
20lLl

During 2007, the IMP's were amended into their second generation, and new

allocations were set for the next allocation period, from 2008 through 20L2. Yet these

allocations, like their predecessors, were inadequate, aiming to reduce the pumping by twenty
percent from the 1998-2002 average annual pumping. For instance, the Middle NRD's goal was

to reduce pumping volume twenty percent "under average precipitation conditions," These

modest reductions were far less than what Nebraska knew was needed, and did not even

become effective until 2008, the sixth year following the signing of the FSS in 20O2, and in the
wake of four years of demonstrated non-compliance with the FSS. The IMP's also make it clear

that allocations cannot be further reduced without a public hearing and approval of the NRD

boards,

Chief Engineer David Pope wrote Dr, Bleed on January 24,2007, to express his concerns

that the Nebraska NRD's did not recognize what she had made so clear at the McCook
conference a month before: namely, "the need for immediate and significant actions to reduce

consunnptive water use to come into cornpliance," Letter of Chief Engineer David Pope to Dr,

Ann Bleed, January 24,2007, p. 1,,

During the RRCA dispute resolution process early in 2008, the states reviewed this set of
IMP's, which became a focus of the 2009 Arbitration, Kansas found that such an untargeted,
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nominal reduction was vastly below the significant and targeted action that Nebraska, and Dr.

Bleed, clearly knew to be required, As summarized above at page 5, Arbitrator Karl Dreher

agreed with Kansas that this second generation of IMP's was insufficient to protect Kansas from

Nebraska's noncompliance during critical dry periods.

f. The impacts of Nebraska's noncomplíance with the FSS

As had occurred in the early 1990's, once again in 2003 and following, water users in

KBID and other water users In the lower Republican basin in Kansas did not receive the water to

which Kansas was entitled under the Compact. Kansas had the capacity and need to use that

water, and those users were damaged by Nebraska's failure to comply with the Compact during

this time. See the expert reports for Kansas by Dale Book, P.E., and Angela Schenk, and by Dr.

Joel Hamilton and Dr, M. Henry Robison for information relevantto these impacts in 2005 and

2006. lt is important to note that Kansas experienced water shortages outside of these two
years.

IV Nebraska's dysfunctional system of water rights administration is a structural
obstacle to Compact compliance

The State of Nebraska is directly responsible for compliance with the FSS, but it has

delegated the authority to reduce CBCU to entities that it does not directly control,

ln Nebraska, surface water is governed by one set of laws and is administered by DNR.

See Neb. Rev. Stat. S 61-206(L) (2009) ("The Department of Natural Resources is given

jurisdiction over all matters pertainingto water rights for irrigation, power, orother useful

purposes except as such jurisdiction is specifically limited by statute,") Groundwater is

governed by a different set of laws and administered by NRD's. See Neb. Rev. Stat, 5 46-702

(2011) ("The Legislature also finds that naturalresources districts have the legal authority to
regulate certain activities and, except as otherwise specifically provided by statute, as local

entities are the preferred regulators of activities which may contribute to ground water

depletion."), An NRD is a political subdivision of the state of Nebraska. Neb, Rev. Stat, $ 2-

3213{1) (2007). Each NRD has its own taxing authority, its board members are popularly

elected, and its authority is limited to a discrete geographic area. (See generally Neb, Rev. Stat,

55 2-3201 et seq.l

ln 2004, the Nebraska legislature rnodified the management of groundwater and surface

water by enacting LB 962. This bill introduced the mandatory adoption and implementation of
IMP's in over-appropriated and fully appropriated basins such as the Basin, Neb. Rev, Stat, $ 46-

715(L) (2011). The IMP concept, however, was not developed specifically for FSS compliance in

the Basin. Senator Ed Schrock, the chairman of the Natural Resources Committee who

introduced Lg 962 and served on the forty-nine member commission specifically tasked by the

Governor to develop a state wide interrelated water management plan, stated that: "l would

say that L8962 really does not impact the Republican River Basin much because the Republican
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Basin must live within the terms that we agreed to settle our lawsuit with the state of Kansas,"

(Nebraska Unicameral Legislature, Floor Debate, LB 962, March 2, 2004, Transcript pg. 1"0428),

ln fully appropriated areas, the NRD's adopt IMP's with the concurrence of DNR. Neb.

Rev. Stat. $ 46-715(1) (2011). Because, the NRD's "jointly develop" the IMP with DNR, the

NRD's have veto control over what goes into the IMP's. /d. The ground water controls called

for in these plans must then be implemented by the NRD through separate rules and

regulations. As Dan Smith, manager of the Middle Republican NRD stated, "f aln NRD

implements an integrated management plan by adopting rules and regulations for a

groundwater management area." Deposition of Dan Smith, 59:2I-23, October 28,z}t1' lndeed,

as of the drafting of this report, all of the groundwater allocations adopted by the three

Republican River NRD's for the second-generoflon IMP's are still in effect'

The state of Nebraska, acting through DNR, has no direct supervisory authority over the
NRD's concerning groundwater administration. ln the event that DNR and an NRD cannot agree

on the content of an lMP, then the Governor of Nebraska convenes and appoints the members

of a third entity, known as the lnterrelated Water Review Board, to resolve the dispute. See

Neb, Rev. Stat. $ a6-7I9(21(al (2011). DNR and the NRD present their proposals, and the board

then selects a solution, conducts public hearings, and, eventually, adopts an IMP on behalf of

DNR and the NRD. ld.$ 46-7L9l2[b)-(d). Even then, the ground water controls adopted by the

board still have to be "implemented and enforced by the affected natural resources districts,"

td.I 46-7I9(2Xe). This same dispute resolution process applies whenever DNR and an NRD

cannot agree on modifications to an IMP or on enforcement and implementation of the

regulatory controls for ground water in an lMP. ld. 5 46-7I9(3)-(a). To date, DNR has never

requested that the board be convened to exercise its potential authority over NRD's, despite

Nebraska's continuing overdevelopment of groundwater, and despite Nebraska's clear

obligations under the Compact and the FSS.

a. Nebraska has unreasonably rejected long-term water supply planning

The states have adopted the Model to compute depletions to streamflows from
groundwater pumping and imported water supply credits from the Platte Basin. The model is

used by all the states to projeci future groundwater depletions and IWS credits under various

assumed pumping and hydrologic conditions to evaluate future compliance.

As discussed above, DNR ran long-term projections (forty years or greater) to determine

the future of its groundwater depletions and its implications to compliance for a variety of
alternatives, and reported its findings to the NRD's and others in the Basin, The results

demonstrated that substantial cuts (approximately 5oo/ol to groundwater pumping are

necessary to stop the increase in Nebraska's groundwater CBCU that is the root of its

compliance problem.

These conclusions have been rejected repeatedly in the IMP process, and Nebraska has

adopted increasingly shorter "long-term" planning and projection processes. The latest, third'
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generation IMP defines its "long-term" planning horizon as between five and twenty years

ãistant. Upper Republican NRD lMP, Section lX,B.e. Further, Nebraska's experts now deem long'

term projections and planning to be as short as five years, Deposition of Dr. James Schneider,

Ph.D., Octob er 24, 2OIt, P. 22'

This position is neither reasonable nor defensible, given Nebraska's history of non-

compliance in critical periods and its knowledge of its growing groundwater depletions,

knowledge obtained through the work of Dr. Bleed. There is a present and future condition of

significant groundwater depletion in the Basin, and that condition must be confronted' Delay

will only make that reckoning more difficult and future noncompliance by Nebraska more likely.

The output from the Model shows the history of the steady increase in Nebraska

groundwater depletions over time. The steepness of that increase, from 50,000 acre-feet in

igZO to 200,000 acre-feet in 2000, is the result of both increasing groundwater pumping over

the period, and from the increasing effects of pumping farther away from a stream-an effect

that takes time to become manifest. Even without increasing groundwater pumping,

Nebraska's groundwater depletions continue to grow due these "legacy effects'" While we

cannot predict the sequence of wet and dry years ahead, the historic recolds demonstrate that

the Basin will be subject to such cycles in the future'

b. Nebraska has rejected significant reductions in groundwater pumping

After Arbitrator Dreher found Nebraska's compliance plan insufficient for critical

periods, DNR and the NRDs initiated work on a replacement plan'

ln October 2009, DNR provided the NRD's with a briefing entitled "Compliance Options

During Dry years for lntegrated Management Planning in the Republican River Basin." The

briefing provided three options to consider, The options included:

o A reduction in basin-wide pumping sufficient to allow the NRD's to remain within their

share of allowable depletions in all years. This option allows Nebraska to treat all

groundwater users equally and only curtailed surface water use , Nebraska's supporting

projections indicated that reductions of approximately 60% reduction would be

required.

. To comply in rnost years Nebraska DNR proposed no additional reductions in the IMP

pumping limits, but souglrt compliance in water-short periods by curtailing surface

water use and reducing pumping in a"!o%o f S-year" Rapid Response Region,

To comply in most years, Nebraska DNR proposed no additional reductions in the IMP

pumping limits, but aspired to compliance in water-short periods by curtailing surface

water use and by reducing groundwater pumping in a "tOYo f 2year" Rapid Response

Region, combined with additional pumping restrictions of approximalely I% per year'

a
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The NRD's took the option that took the least amount of current action-the last one
described above-- and DNR conceded, My evaluation of the effect of this decision is discussed
below. The NRD's decided to take the minimum action required at present, and thereby
postpone necessary action.

V. Nebraska's current compliance plan is inadequate

Nebraska is required by the Compact and the FSS to be in compliance with every
Compact compliance period: this includes five-year compliance during all years, and two-year
compliance during critical water short-years, (Nebraska has not so far sought the option of
alternative water-short year administration,) Compliance over a five-year period neither
excuses nor mitigates failure to comply over a two-year water short period. As has been
shown, Nebraska's response to the problem of its overuse has been inadequate.

Nebraska has presented its IMP's as the solution to groundwater over-development and
its past non-compliance. As is shown below and in the Perkins/Larson Report, our analysis of
the most definitive restrictions in the IMP's shows they require significantly less than what
Nebraska must do to achieve compliance in the future. Nebraska's groundwater CBCU will
continue to grow into the future without substantial, enforceable reductions and controls on its
groundwater depletions.

a. An overview of Nebraska's third-generation IMP's and theír likely effects

Rather than take significant, additional cuts to groundwater pumping-- the dominant
cause of Nebraska's past non-compliance and a known and growing problem threatening its
future compliance-Nebraska's third-generation IMP's take a different approach: modest cuts
in long-term groundwater pumping and the adoption of a set of projection methods, standards,
and potential actions to deal with critical dry periods. Below is a summary of the most
significant provisions of the current IMP's; the citations are to the Upper Republican NRD lMP.

Maintain the expectation that "long-term" pumping would be less than 80% of the
1998-2002 baseline. (Section Vl.A.3.a).

Have as a goal to reduce groundwater pumping by another SYo over the coming five
years, principally through voluntary programs or "other means" determined by the NRD.

The necessity of continuingthis requirement is to be re-evaluated in 2015. (Section

vr.A.3.b).

A requirement that the NRD's groundwater depletions be below its share of the

"allowable ground water depletions" over the five-year average periods. (Section

vr.A.3.b).

A projection method by which at the end of each year, DNR examines the status of its
compliance through year's end and makes an estimate of the upcoming year's expected

allocations and CBCU, based on a dry-year forecast. ln doing so, it establishes each

a

a

a
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NRD's share of the Nebraska's "allowable groundwater depletions" alld an estimate of

each NRD's expected CBCU. (Section Xll).

r The NRDs are given a broad array of alternatives for addressing any projected overuse

of its share of Nebraska's groundwater depletions, including "surface water leasing,

ground water leasing, augmentation, etc." (Section Vl'B)'

r A method to determine whether the coming year is a "Compact Call Year" in which

extraordinary water administration is required. (Section Xl'B'b)'

o ln addition to surface water controls prescribed by the FSS, in Compact Call Years DNR

commits to regulate surface water users to ensure Compact compliance including

closing notices on all natural flow and storage permits until the call is no longer needed'

(Section Vll generally and esp' Vll.F).

o ln the annual evaluation, if a Compact Call Year is indicated, an NRD's expected CBCU for

the coming year must be less than its share of the allowable. lf it is projected to be

greater than its share, the NRD must develop a plan, which it submits to DNR for

evaluation. This can include consideration of potential yields from various alternatives

to pumping reductions. lf agreement on an acceptable plan is not reached, the NRD is

supposed to require the curtailment of pumping in the Rapid Response Region, (Section

lX.B,2.c, Section Vl.B.1).

r Methods to determine when a Compact Call Year can be discontinued. (Section lX.B'd)'

e A provision for an annual meeting between DNR and the NRD's "to review expected

long-term (5-20 year) increases in depletions to streamflow and discuss potential

mitigation measures that may be necessary." (section lX, B' e)'

The lMp's prescribe only limited explicit reductions to groundwater pumping, and provide a

broad array of alternatives to avoid significant purnping reductions, and to avoid the threat of

the suspension of groundwater pumping in the Rapid Response Region,

b, The third-generation IMP's are hydrologically inadequate'

i. Kansas' and Nebraska's long-term modeling results show that the th¡rd'
generation IMP's are inadequate.

The perkins/Larson Report has developed sixty-year futu¡e projections of groundwater

conditions in the Basin. lt also reviews Nebraska's own results from its forty-year future

projections, performed by Nebraska when it was focused on long-term solutions to the problem

of its noncompliance.

Kansas' modelers have developed a reasonable future projection method to compute

and evaluate the future Nebraska groundwater CBCU values of various potential Nebraska

management outcomes according to these third-generation IMP's'
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The details of the assumptions Kansas has made are provided in the Perkins/Larson
Report, including what years to repeat (1995-2009), the level of groundwater pumping, and a

means to provide for a reasonable degree of annual variability in those futures. While other
assumptions can be made and the future will certainly not be the exact sequence that Kansas
experts projected, the effect of groundwater depletions with certain levels of groundwater
pumping cannot be denied,

Determining reasonable assumptions for Nebraska's future pumping in light of the
current generation of IMP's was more difficult, because of the lack of certainty provided
relative to that future pumping, While this uncertainty of action (and the consequent delay of
needed groundwater cuts) is a central flaw of the IMP's, the following assumptions were made
to create the baseline future:

¡ Adherence to NRD limits of 8o% of 1998-2002 baseline groundwater pumping.
e Adherence to NRD ailocations to individual users, ignoring carryovers of unpumped

groundwater amounts.

Figure 4 shows the resulting future Nebraska groundwater CBCU from these baseline
conditions.

Figure 4:
Projected Nebraska baseline groundwater CBCU, 2OLO-2069
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As is summarized in the Perkins/Larson Report, this baseline will produce a 700 acre-feet per

year, per year increase in Nebraska's groundwater CBCU. This is because of a fundamental

hydrological relationship: the more Nebraska's groundwater pumping exceeds basin recharge,

the larger will be the growth in groundwater depletions to streamflow,

ii. The additional groundwater reductions provided for under the third'
generation IMP's are also inadequate

The above analysis does not include the curtailment of the Rapid Response Regions

pursuant to the IMP's, Based on our review of the IMP's and the options available to the

Republican River NRD's, we believe that these NRD's, with the acquiescence of DNR, will avoid

significant pumping cuts for years, if not decades, as long as there is some surface water

remaining in critical dry periods. However, while this short-term compliance occurs, Nebraska's

groundwater depletions will continue on their upward projection, creating a bigger and even

more chronic problem in the future.

Despite significant reservations about the implementability of this alternative, to

evaluate the potential effects of the suspension (curtailment) of the Rapid Region Regions,

Kansas modeled the suspension of groundwater pumping in the Rapid Response Regions, both

(1) intermittently to show the benefit during the years of curtailment, in terms of slowing the

upward progression of groundwater CBCU; and (2) permanently suspending groundwater

pumping in these regions to see the upper boundary of the benefit of Rapid Response Region

curtailment.

1, lntermittent suspension results

For the intermittent suspension, for illustrative purposes, we assumed a suspension of

all years correspondin gTo 2OO2-2007 in the four L995-2009 periods modeled. More details on

the methodology and results are shown in the Perkins/Larson report. Figure 5 contrasts the

groundwater CBCU of the baseline alternative veÍsus the intermittent suspension of the Rapid

Response region.
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Figure 6 shows the differences in the base run future and this intermittent suspension of

the Rapid Response Region.

Figure 6:

Reduction in Nebraska groundwater CBCU due to shutdown ín Rapid Response region in years

correspondi n g to 2002-2o07,

Reduction in Nebraska groundwater CBCU 2Ot0-2069
(Rapid Response region shut down ln years corresponding to 2002'2007)
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The results from the modeling of an intermittent suspension show a reduction in

groundwater depletions of approximately 12,000 to 13,000 acre-feet of reduction in CBCU in

the first year of suspension, and L8,000 to 20,000 acre-feet in the second year of the

suspension, This slowly rises to a peak of 24,000 to 26,000 acre-feet of benefit by the sixth year

of suspension. After the suspension ends, depletions rebound to their pre-suspension levels,

This analysis shows little reduction in the overall rate of levels of depletion, only the limited

benefit during the years of suspension. So, even assuming suspension in six years of every

fifteen years in the Rapid Response Region, the long-term growth rate of Nebraska

groundwater CBCU continues unabated at approximately 700 acre-feet per year, per year.
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2, Permanent suspension results

Kansas also ran a future scenario with a permanent suspension of the Nebraska Rapid
Response Region. Figure 7 contrasts the groundwater CBCU of the baseline alternative versus
the permanent suspension of groundwater pumping in the Rapid Response Region.

Figure 7:
Profected Nebraska groundwater CBCU under baseline condltions vs. permanent suspension

of groundwater pumplng ln Rapid Response Reglon.
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Figure 8 below shows the dlfference in groundwater CBCU between the base run and
the permanent suspension ofthe Rapid Response Region.
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Flgure 8:

Reduction in Nebraska groundwater CBCU due to permanent suspension in Rapld Response

Reglon.

Here there is an immediate and long benefit from the permanent suspension of the

area, and yet, after the initial drop in groundwater CBCU, the benefits level off and even

diminish a bit with time. The benefit during dry periods is on the order of 25,000 to 30,000

acre-feet per yêar in dry periods of the future that Kansas experts modeled. But over time, the

upward üend in groundwater CBCU and downward trend in the benefits of curtailment in the

Rapid Response Region become clear: the long-term problem has been delayed but not

addressed.

3. 25% reduction results

The IMP's suggest that the NRDs will be required to reduce pumping to a 25% reduction

from the base pumping (1-998-2002 average) rather than just 20%. Our modelers ran this

future scenario to determine the benefit of this versus the base case of a 2O% reduction from

the baseline pumping.
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Figure 9 contrasts the future groundwater CBCU between pumping that corresponds to
the B0% limitation and the 75% limitation of base line pumping,

Figure 9:

Comparison of Nebraska groundwater CBCU for cases wlth 80 percent (baseline) and 75
percent of average 1998-2002 pumping.

Comparison of proJected Nebraska groundwater CBCU 2010-2069

for cases with 80 pct (basellne) and 75 pct of 1998-2002 avg pumplng

20'to 2025 2440 2055 2070

Fíle ¡mpacts-future-compliance-QRNE2mL75pct-graphs-added .xls sheet NE3wCBCU_YR at AJ36

Figure 10 shows the reduction in Nebraska groundwater CBCU due to the additional
pumping reduction,
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Figure 10:

Dlfference ln Nebraska groundwater CBCU between cases with 80 percent (basellne) and 75

percent of average 1998-2002 pumping.

Dlfference in projected Nebraska groundwater CBCU 2OLO-2O69

between cases wlth 80 pct (baseline) and 75 pct of 1998-2002 avg pumping
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File impacts-future-compliance-QRNE2mL75pct-graphs-added.xls sheet NE-gwCBCU-YR at AW36

As expected, reductions in CBCU grow over time, from the limited but long-term

reduction in groundwater pumping, The benefit in the dry period of the third cycle is

approximately 6,000 acre-feet per year. The reduced pumping slows the long-term rate of
growth in depletions as shown in Figure 9 above,

4. Summary of results

While some of these alternatives can provide a reduction in the rate of growth of future

depletions or a source of water to address dry-year compliance in the nearer term, all of these

alternative cases are inadequate to stem the growth in Nebraska's groundwater depletions,
These computations demonstrate the inadequacy of the IMP's, even if their provisions can be

implemented and enforced,
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It is clear that until there are much more substantial reductions in groundwater use,
depletions will grow. As the Perkins/Larson Report demonstrates, both Kansas model runs and
similar runs done by Nebraska indicate future growth in groundwater depletions of between
700 and 1.000 acre-feet per year, starting from a base level of approximately 200,000 acre-feet
per year during dry periods at current pumping levels.

On the other hand, there is no evidence to show that Nebraska's dry period allocations
will change significantly, As explained more fully in Dale Book, P.8., Requirements for
Nebroska's Compliance wÌth the Republican River Compøct (November 18,2O1,L1, Nebraska's
dry year allocation can be expected to be around 21.1.,00A acre-feet per year.

While I cannot predict the year when Nebraska's groundwater deplet¡ons will outstrip
its dry-year allocations, it appears that, without significant changes in rnanagement, it can be
expected to do so in the future, Under the wrong set of conditions, it could be in the nearer
term.

c. Nebraska's compliance plan remains administratively lnadequate

Asthe downstream state, Kansas must relyon the actions of the upstream state to
obtain its fair share of the water supply, As Kansas chief engineer and Compact commissioner,
it is my duty to determine if Nebraska's plan for compliance will provide Kansas with that
supply. As I evaluate this question, these third-generation IMP's raise many concerns about
their administrative adequacy and their implementability. Many of their provisions are
uncertain, ambiguous, and untested. I see the following potential barriers to their timely
implementation:

The Resolution of disputes between DNR and the NRD's on the sufficiency of their plans

to offset their depletions in lieu of cuts in groundwater pumping.

Whether the state can require curtailment in the Rapid Response Regions if it judges the
NRD's plan to be insufficient,

Whether curtailment of groundwater users in the Rapid Response Regions will bring any
legal challenge, and what the results of such challenges may be,

Whether Nebraska can regulate surface water uses in general pursuant to an lMP, and
particularly those that are tied to Bureau projects, while allowing groundwater pumping
to continue. As I understand it, Bureau project water must remain connected to the
lands within that particular project.

At this writing, the NRD's have not approved regulations implementing the third-
generation IMP's, and they lack experience in enforcing them, Deposition of Michael
Clem ents, 50:19-21,, October 26, 2Ol,L.

What will be the implications of an NRD failing to fulfill its obligations under an IMP?

a

a

a

a

a

a
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The development of water-management plans and their implementation and

enforcement are two clearly different things. This is especially the case with new and

potentially restrictive water management plans such as these IMP's, because of their array of
;,options,, and untested mechanisms. These can be delayed and even overcome through legal

challenges and legislative backlash, On the Arkansas River, Colorado attempted in the 1960's to

regulate groundwater pumping, and these attempts were overcome and/or reversed by the

Colorado Supreme Court. lt took Kansas' lawsuit against Colorado, Kansas v' Colorødo, No. 105

Original, to force Colorado to require either curtailment of post-compact groundwater

development or replace depletions caused by over-pumping, Kønsos v. Colorado, No' 105 Orig',

FrRSr REpoRr oF THE SPÊclAL MASTER, July, L994, pp. 118-119.

The lMp's are also full of incompletely specified and ambiguous mechanisms, which

include, among others:

o Section lll, Definitions, "Net depletions" - How will the DNR and NRD compute the yields

from the various statewide and/or NRD activities in the alternative to groundwater

pumping - in Section Vlll for statewide activities, or under Section lX,B.2'c for individual

NRD,S?

r Where is the surety on the part of the State of Nebraska that, through its agencies of

courts, it will exercise authority over the NRD's to cause them to take actions to come

into compliance? This is missing in the IMP's.

¡ Once DNR approves the NRD's plans, how will the execution of those plans be

monitored and evaluated?

r Section Vll.F - when a Compact call is issued, how will it affect Harlan County Reservoir?

lf waters are passed through, might the interests and rights of the state of Kansas be

compromised?
r How witl the surface water curtailment benefits of Section lV,B.d be computed and

credited against NRD obligations?

o What is the method of determining the end of a compact call under section lX'd?

o Will the early warning system under checklist C provide sufficient early action to

maintain comPact comPliance?

r What is the meaning of Section lX,B.f ? Does Nebraska have some plan in motion for

operating Harla¡ County Reservoir in a way contrary to the consensus plan between the

Bureau and the Corps? lf so, what is the plart, and how will it affect the obligations of

the NRD's under the IMP and the rights of Kansas under the compact and FSS?

o Will all of this add up to the required actions that the IMP implies are necessary to

accomplish ComPact comPliance?

While some portions of the plan are fairly specific, such as the forecasting methodology,

other parts, as noted above, have little specificity and lack transparency in their processes. This

is in contrast to the clear and jointly developed FSS, Accounting Procedures, and Model.
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Based on this review of the third-generat¡on IMP's, it seems to me that the most likely
outcome, if the Court does not intervene, will be to further delay the substantial cuts in
groundwater pumping that are needed for Nebraska's compliance with the compact.

d. Concerns with alternatives to reductions in groundwater pumping

The solutions to Nebraska's problem are limited, ln the shorter term, depending on the
weather, Nebraska may be able to rely on surface water purchases, But as baseflows continue
towards extinction in Nebraska's portion of the Basin, surface water will be in shorter and
shorter supply. One of Nebraska's experts has concluded as much, See Dr. Jim Schneider, Ph.D.,
"Potential Benefits from the Purchase of Surface Water Rights in the Republican River Basin,"
(March, 2007).

lf implementable, Nebraska's plan to suspend groundwater pumping in its Rapid
Response Regions could also be used to provide a reduction of CBCU of approximately 12,000
acre-feet during the first year, and approximately 20,000 to 25,000 acre-feet in subsequent
years of maintained suspensions.

The IMP's also mention using augmentat¡on as a possible alternative to pumping
reductions. Augmentat¡on is the replacement of stream depletion by water from an external
source. Augmentation may be a useful short-term option, but when done within the same
Basin, it is simply borrowing from the hydrological future.

The FSS requires that augmentation plans, their accounting, and their modeling be
approved prior to implementation, in a manner that is acceptable to the other Compact States.
FSS,lll.B.L,k, ThisensuresthattheinterestsoftheStatesareprotected,andthatthe
augmentation is properly represented in the Model and the accounting, A basic tenet of water-
supply augmentat¡on is that augmentation should occur with the same timing and at the same
location as the depletions it replaces,

Since 2007 I have been hearing discussions of the possibility of Nebraska's developing
augmentation plans. At the 2007 annual meeting, I reminded Nebraska of this and requested its
Commissioner to coordinate with Kansas at the earliest possible date concerning these plans,
since Kansas would want to ensure that they are implemented in a tnanner consistent with the
compact, the FSS, and the Accounting Procedures. /d, Nebraska has failed to do so.

The Upper Republican NRD has purchased water rights in the Rock Creek sub-basin for
the purposes of augmentation. Recent media reports that augmentation plans are being
discussed within Nebraska. See Russ Pankonin, Design on NRD ougmentation project taking
shope, GnRNo Tnlsurtr Se NlNe L, avqilable of http://www.granttribune.com/index.php?
option=com-content&view=article&id=5281:design-on-nrd-augmentation-project-taking-
shape&catid=35:ag-news&ltetnid=55, (last accessed Nov. 18, 2011). This sub-basin is in
western Nebraska, above both Swanson and Harlan County Reservoirs, Kansas will have
significant concerns with the operation, modeling, and accounting of this augmentation project.
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Its operation will result in the postponement of needed pumping reductions for some time,

without necessarily achieving the same benefits. Despite news reports of the purchase of the

water rights and the on-going design for a pipeline for delivery of the water, Nebraska has not

submitted an augmentation plan to the RRCA.

There are also regular reports in the news media that the other NRDs are also exploring

plans for the use of augmentation. ln the case of the Lower Republican NRD, there is some

discussion of augmenting the water below Harlan County dam and possibly below Guide Rock.

Kansas will have concerns with its operation, modeling, and accounting; but noth¡ng has been

submitted to the RRCA.

Vl. The Bureau of Reclamation's criticisms of IMP's are iustified'

a. The Bureau's Concerns with Nebraska's groundwater over'pumping

The Bureau is a pivotal partner in the administration of the water supplies of the Basin.

From at least the mid-1980's onward, Bureau personnel within the Basin have expressed their

concerns about Nebraska's excessive groundwater development. Mr. Robert D, Kutz, area

manager for the Bureau's Nebraska-Kansas Area Projects Office, consistently warned the RRCA

about the harmful effects of excessive groundwater pumping in Nebraska. He stressed that
,the Compact was initiated at the Bureau's insistence to protect its investments , , . ." 29th

Annual Report ofthe RRCA, p. 14 (1989). lndependently of Kansas, the Bureau had become

concerned with the effects of Nebraska's pumping on Bureau reservoirs. ln 1983, Mr, Kutz

reported to the RRCA that "the Middle NRD has completed ground water model studies of the

Republican Basin. The studies indicate that base flows will be depleted in some streams by the

year 2000 unless the continuation of ground water development in Red Willow and Medicine

Creek basins is stopped." 24th Annual Report of the RRCA, p. 5 (1934). Five years later, Mr'

Kutz "agreed a good faith effort to curtail allocations on over-appropriated basins was

necessary," 29th Annual Report ofthe RRCA, p, 1a (1989),

Nonetheless, groundwater development continued in Nebraska' ln 1990, Mr. Kutz

reported Bureau findings on the decreased inflows into Harlan County Lake,

A graph showing the Harlan County Reservoir inflows on a L0 year running

average basis was shown to the Commissioners. The Bureau attributed early

initial declines in inflow to development of upstream federal projects in the

basin. Later period declines were attributed to an increase in groundwater

development. Water conservation practices were not believed to be a major

contributor to the declines , . . .

31't Annual Report of the RRCA, p.6 (1991). Two years later, Mr. Kutz distributed to the RRCA a

handout showing ten-year moving averages of the inflow to all the Bureau reservoirs in the

Republican Basin; these averages showed a significant decrease in average inflow, 33'd Annual

Report of the RRCA, p. 12 (1993), Based on this pattern of declines, Mr. Kutz concluded that
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"decreased precipitation is not the overriding significant factor in determining loss of
streamflow, although there may be significant changes or trends in true precipitation at a
specific gaging station." 34tl' Annual Report of the RRCA, p. L7 (ßgal. "[p]recipitation may have
a small effect upon the decline in streamflow, but that it does not explain the 65% decline in
streamflow." ld., p.18 (1994).

Long before Kansas filed suit, the Bureau had clearly articulated the two principal ways
in which Nebraska threatened the water supply of the Basin: Nebraska was not limiting
groundwater development, and it lacked the laws to do so. Consequently, streamflows
throughout the Basin were declining, threatening the viability of Bureau reservoirs. "According
to a recent report filed by the Bureau , . , 'due to extensive groundwater pumping above the
reservoir IEnders], the inflow (2003) was only 1.0 percent of the average preconstruction flow of
the Enders Dam site,"' Low Streømflows thresten Rock Creek Hotchery, McCoox DnrLv GRzeilr,
February 25,2005, available øt http://www.mccookgazette,com/sto ry/Log965z.html (last
accessed November 76,201,L1. lndeed, Darrol Eichner, a Nebraska Game and Parks Fisheries
Supervisor, warned that low streamflows and ensuing fish kills were "likely to continue as a
result of groundwater depletion." /d,

Figure 4 to my Statement illustrates an extended set of the type of data which Mr. Kutz
was showing to the RRCA during the 1.980's and 1990's. See Statement, Attachment L, (Kansas
Petition, p. C17). This figure represents the inflows to Harlan County Lake, which is the major
source of supply for the Nebraska Bostwick lrrigation District ("NBlD") as well as KBID, between
L940 and 2007, together with precipitation levels in the Nebraska portion of the Republican
River model domain over the same period.

While land use practices have been a part of this decline, groundwater pumping impacts
have been a major contributor through reducing baseflow, and are especially significant during
critical dry periods when baseflows are the dominant part of the water supply.

More recently, the Bureau has clearly and consistently communicated its concerns with
the third-generation IMP's, concerns related to both their impact on Bureau projects their
ability to achieve long-term compliance for Nebraska. See Aaron M. Thompson, Statement of
the Bureau of Reclamation Regarding Proposed lntegrated Management Plan forthe Upper
Republican Natural Resources District, June L0, 2OIO; see olso Letter of Aaron M. Thompson,
Area Manager, Bureau of Reclamation, to Brian Dunnigan, Dan Smith, and Jasper Fanning, re:
Questions and Concerns Related to the Proposed Republican River Basin lntegrated
Management Plans (lMPs), July 27,20L0, DNR has responded to these concerns. See Letter of
Brian P, Dunnigan to Aaron Thompson, August 23,2010. However, the Bureau has not been
satisfied with DNR's response, and it continues "to be concerned that the lMps do not
adequately address the need for long-term sustainability . . . . To meet Compact compliance on
a long-term basis, it is essentialthat the lMPs be designed to provide sustainability." Letterof
Aaron M. Thompson to Brian P. Dunnigan, september 30,20!0, p. 3. Despite numerous
communications and several in-person meetings, two things seem clear: first, the Bureau
clearly remains unconvinced that the third-generation IMP's will enable Nebraska to comply
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with the Compact over the long term; second, the Bureau remains concerned that the

shortcomings of these IMP's will have negative effects on Bureau projects.

b. Surface water purchases are not a long-term solution and require supervision

by federal authority

One of the means listed in the IMP's to avoid curtailment of the Rapid Response Regions

during Compact Call Years is through the purchase or lease of existing surface water rights. Yet

primarily because of well pumping, surface water supplies have decreased and will continue to
do so as long as groundwater depletions increase.

Nebraska's history of surface water purchases for Compact compliance raises concerns

for Kansas. Nebraska did not purchase surface water from 2003 to 2005, ln 2006 and again in

2007, Nebraska purchased rights to wateÍ in Bureau and non-Bureau projects, to reduce

Nebraska's CBCU and to make water available for Kansas' use, due to Nebraska's on-going

overuse of its allocations, This increased Kansãs' allocation, since water left in storage does not

contribute to the computed water supply and allocations. ln 2006, Nebraska purchased the very

limited supply of surface water available from NBID, Nebraska did not, however, restríct the
use of groundwater wells whose water was applied to the same NBID lands, thus increasing the
problem of depleted releases from Harlan County Lake for KBID, Late notice of these supplies

hampered Kansas irrigators' ability to make the most optimum use of this limited water, Most

of their cropping decisions had been made by the time the NBID water-purchase agreement

was finalized.

ln 2007 Nebraska again purchased water, and again gave Kansas very late notice that
the water would be made available to Kansas. Once again, irrigators (primarily in KBID) had

made planting decisions which limited their ability to benefit from the additional water supply,

Moreover, such late notice harmed Nebraska as well, since Kansas irrigators would have to use

the purchased water in order for Nebraska to receive allocation credit for the transfer of water
to Kansas. (Water left in storage does not conÛibute to the computed water supply and

allocations; water released does.) Kansas was not invited to provide input into the terms of the

contract between Nebraska and the Bureau. Yet, under the terms of the contract, Kansas was

forced to use the purchased water prior lo using its normal allocation, Pursuant to the terms of
KBID's contract with the Bureau, most of Kansas' normal allocation of water from Harlan

County Lake was then redivided with NBID. Once again, NBID users were allowed to use their
wells to make up for the undelivered surface water, further increasing groundwater impacts on

the River in the Basin,

While the State of Nebraska and the NRD's claimed credit for these purchases, but the

benefits to Kansas and to Nebraska's compliance were limited. This illus$ates the need for
Nebraska's use of means of compliance other than cuts in groundwater punrping to be

supervised by an impartial River Master. Surface water may be available in the near-term

future, but its use, its utility for compliance, and its crediting must be carefully considered.

Because Nebraska's over-pumping of groundwater has reduced surface water supplies in the
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Basin, reliance on those supplies for compliance purposes is not dependable over the long
term, and shor¡ld not be used as a means to delay action.

Vll. The Kansas Remedy acknowledges the hydrological fact that Nebraska must
signlficantly reduce its groundwater pumping to achieve Compact compliance over
the long term

The Kansas remedy is the minimum remedy necessary for Compact compliance

Kansas' proposed remedy was constructed to establish the needed suspension in
groundwater pumping to reduce Nebraska's groundwater depletions to a level consistent with
allocations during the critical five-year periods, namely 181,000 acre-feet per year. ln addition,
Nebraska would be required to take additional action, including ad hoc surface water
purchases, to achieve and maintain compliance during the more severe water-short year tests.
See Dale E. Book, P.8., Requírements for Nebraska's Compliance with the Republican River
Compoct, (November 18, 201L), p. 9,

As indicated from a review of the Nebraska modeling work, a general reduction to all

groundwater users to achieve this reduction in CBCU would be on the order of 50%. However,
this would accomplish a lasting solution: the upward trend in Nebraska groundwater CBCU

would be maintained at a level consistent with its allocation. One down side of this alternative
is that it may take many years to see the full reduction in CBCU. See the Perkins/Larson Report,
Figure 4, p, 9,

An alternative to this general reduction approach is to permanently curtail targeted
areas near the Basin's streams that provide significant short-term as well as long-term
compliance benefits in reducing stream depletions. This solution affects fewer water users, but
it is also a less enduring solution. ln evaluating a targeted alternative, Kansas experts first
evaluated the permanent curtailment of all pumping from Nebraska's Rapid Response Region,

but found it to be inadequate to prevent future non-compliance,

Given that conclusion, Dr. Perkins and Mr. Larson determined the level of pumping
reduction necessary to reduce Nebraska's groundwater depletions to this level and sustain it
over the next 40-50 years, Figure L of the Perkins/Larson Report shows the area of curtailment
Kansas used to accomplish this objective. lt is comprised of a nominal five-mile corridor around
the Basin's major streams. lt was found that a 90% reduction in pumping was required in the
zone to accomplish the criteria set out in Mr. Book's report, Requirements for Nebraska's
Compliance with the Republican River Compact.

Figure 4 above (at paee 23) contrasts the resulting Nebraska groundwater CBCU under
this reduced pumping condition and the baseline conditions. As is shown in Figure 4, while
groundwater CBCU declines to acceptable levels for the coming thirty to forty years of the
projection, there remains a definite upward trend in groundwater CBCU over the long term,
This demonstrates that this plan is insufficient over the longer term.
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ln addition to estimating CBCU, the Model estimates baseflows, Figure 11 below shows

the States' jointly developed historic estimated baseflows from the RRCA Groundwater Model

in green aswell as Kansas estimatesof future projected baseflows under baseline conditions

and under our reduced pumping scenario, As Figure 1L shows, without additional pumping

constraints, the Basin's baseflows will continue to decline, making less surface water available

in dry periods. Under Kansas' reduced pumping alternative, baseflows recover to a degree

needed for Compact compliance at least over the coming few decades, Again, the baseflow

projection graph shows that over the longer term, baseflows will again decline.

Figure 11:

Computed Republican River streamflow for base case and proposed remedy scenarios

Computed Republican River slreatnflow for baseline and reduced pumping scenarios
2010-2069 [repeated 4x chronological 15-year sequence 1995-2009]
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Thus, Kansas proposes that Nebraska reduce its groundwater-irrigated acreage in the

Basin by approximately 302,000 acres, out of its total of approximately 1.2 million acres

irrigatecl, or some hydrologic equivalent. Dale Book, P.8., Requirements for Nebraska's

Compliønce with the Republican River Compact, (November 18, 2011), p.9. This is the minimum

reduction necessary,

Although this proposed reduction is substantial, it must be appreciated within the

context of Nebraska's unsustainable overdevelopment of its groundwater resources over the

last thirty years, The size of the required reduction is a reflection of the degree of over-

development allowed by the State of Nebraska and its NRD's. (This over-development includes
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the post-Settlement "completion" of additional wells evidenced by the rise in reported
irrigation acreage in Figure 2.) Had Nebraska put adequate groundwater controls in place when
Colorado and Kansas put theirs in place, or in response to Kansas' concerns in the 1.980's, the
action required by Nebraska at this time would be much less significant, or perhaps even
unnecessary,

As is shown in Figure 4 above, Nebraska groundwater depletions have been continually
increasing over the decade and are currently on the order of 200,000 acre-feet per year and will
continue to steadily increase in the future, until more substantial reductions are accomplished.
This level of groundwater depletion, even with ad hoc surface water purchases by Nebraska,
resulted in the significant overuse of its allocation in the last decade, Nebraska cannot turn its
groundwater depletions on and off at will. With increasing future groundwater depletions,
surface water supplies available for purchase in the future will be smaller and less reliable.

b. Nebraska's long noncompliance, together with the inadequacy of the IMP's,
require supervision by a River Master

Kansas has requested that the Court appoint a River Master to supervise Nebraska's
water-management related activities within the Basin, to ensure Nebraska's compliance with
the FSS and any order of the Court. The scope of duties of the River Master will be a function of
the specificity and certainty of the solution. A prescribed and enduring remedyof substantial
groundwater reductions as Kansas has required will have less long-term supervision needs than
one that provides more flexibility to Nebraska.

First, a River Master could supervise Court-required reductions to groundwater CBCU,

ensuring that the State of Nebraska requires the NRD's to make such reductions. Nebraska has
not fully confronted the imperative need to reduce excessive groundwater pumping in the
Basin. DNR lacks the power to do so, and apparently, does not seek such a power; and the
NRD's, because they are dominated by groundwater interests, would probably oppose it, The
Nebraska legislature has not resolved this problem: Nebraska's system of allocating and
regulating the use of groundwater has proved to be ineffective and unworkable, While there
has been some evolution in Nebraska's law to consider conjunctive management, the Nebraska
system has failed to result in Compact compliance-largely because Nebraska law does not
empower the director of DNR to reduce groundwater pumping.

To the extent that the Court might allow Nebraska to use means other than
groundwater pumping reductions to achieve Compact compliance, these will need supervision
by a disinterested party. ln addition to supervision the implementation of required
groundwater reductions noted above, the River Master would annually evaluate Nebraska's
plans for compliance, including its proposed sources of water and operation, and expected
yields, This process would include conferring with Kansas on its evaluation of that plan. The
River Master would approve the plan and ensure that it is accomplished; where deficiencies in
execution are found, he or she could order actions to cornpensate.
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The expert reports by Dr. Joel Hamilton and Dr. M. Henry Robison show that Nebraska

enjoys a 14:1 ratio between the benefits and damages tltat accrue as a result of its

noncompliance. See Hamilton and Robison , Nebrosko Benet'its from Excessive Use of lrrigotion

Water in 2005 and 2006, p.L6 (benefits of $69 million); Hamilton and Robison, Konsas Damages

from trrigation Water Shortage in 2005 & 2006, p.19 (damages of $4,9 million). This is an

obvious incentive to overuse, A River Master would be an extension to the Court, to ensure that

Nebraska does not allow its own economic self-interest to rise above its legal obligations to

Kansas into the future.

Nebraska enjoys a luxury that Kansas does not: as an upstream state for the bulk of the

river, it has initial possession of the water resource. The cost of interstate water litigation is a

disincentive for Kansas to enforce its rights. From The States are far from equals, hydrologically

speaking. A River Master will remedy this hydrological inequality, by requiring that a federally-

appointed administrator supervise Compact compliance. lf any unresolved aspect of Nebraska's

ultimate compliance plan arises, than a River Master will be able to assess whether Nebraska's

compliance actions are sufficient, and take steps accordingly'

c. Sanctions for future violations

Since Nebraska has shown a strong tendency to violate the Supreme Court's Decree, it ls

appropriate to establish, and put Nebraska on notice, that successively greater remedies will be

imposed if further violations are committed. That remedy, whether in water or money or

both, should be increased by a significant amount for each violation, ln Kansas, for

instance, civil penalties are increased significantly and water penalties are also routinely

doubled for each new violation.

Vl¡1. Conclusion

As set out above, Kansas has been pursuing enforcement of its rights under the

Republican River Compact for more than two decades. This effort has not yet resulted ¡n

compliance by Nebraska, even though a Supreme Court Decree was entered more than eight

years ago setting the quantitative tests of compliance. As a result, Kansas has been deprived of

its rightful share in periods of need. The groundwater development that Nebraska has

condoned is inconsistent with Compact and Decree compliance. The State of Nebraska has

beenawareofthissignificantproblem,yetithasfailedtorespondsufficiently, ltscurrent
proposed remedy is an inadequate response to its repeated overuse. lnstead of providing

Kansas certainty in future compliance, Nebraska has effectively asked Kansas to trust it once

again with a plan that does not address the long term and has many inadequacies in

administration. Therefore, it is necessary for Kansas to propose a remedy that will ensure

future compliance every year. Based on the foregoing analysis, that proposal includes the

following remedies:

L. Requiring Nebraska to immediately (a) shut down wells and groundwater irrigation

on 302,000 acres in Nebraska within the 5-mile nominal corridor of the Republican River and its
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tributaries, and (b) make further reductions of Nebraska's Computed Beneficial Consumptive
Use (CBCU) as are necessary to maintain yearly compliance, especially in Water-Short Year
Administration years, or to order an alternative remedy that ensures annual compliance with
the Court's Decree;

2, As necessary, requiring Nebraska to further reduce Nebraska's CBCU to the extent
necessary to keep Nebraska within ¡ts Compact allocation until the effects of the reduction of
groundwater purnping bring Nebraska into compliance with the Court's Decree;

3, Appointing a River Master to administer Decree compliance on an annual basis until
such time as Nebraska can demonstrate an independent ability to achieve compliance; and

4. Establishing sanctions for future violations of the Decree,

Kansas remains open to equivalent remedies to ensure future compliance, but Nebraska has
proposed none.

As Kansas chief engineer and its Compact representative, it is my duty to protect Kansas
water users and to ensure that Kansas obtains its Compact entitlements, Nebraska's
noncompliance has shorted Kansas water users of their rightful legalshare in the past, and it is
my duty to secure that share in the future,

ln our last Court action, Kansas believed it had obtained an amicable and effective
resolution to Nebraska's chronic noncompliance, through the jointly negotiated FSS. That was
not the case. Sadly, the entry of a Decree of the United States Supreme Court was insufficient
to overcome Nebraska's structural obstacles to noncompliance. ln light of those obstacles and
the noncompliance it has produced, and in light of the growth of Nebraska's groundwater
depletions, Nebraska must be bound to a realistic, long-term plan for compliance. That plan
must substantially reduce groundwater depletions by substantially reducing groundwater
pumping. Just as importantly, Nebraska must transform its dysfunctional system of water rights
administration, so that its leaders achieve and enforce its Compact obligations over the long
term,

After a slow and ineffective implementation of two iterations of IMP's that
accomplished little, Nebraska now promises a third iteration, by which it will annually
determine the actions its NRD's should take to comply, while allowing them to choose from a

variety of untested and questionable alternatives. But Nebraska has done little to substantially
reduce its groundwater over-pumping, lt has done little to secure reliable sources of water to
help it through future dry-periods. lts current plan provides no opportunity for outside
evaluation, and no transparent mechanisms for determining augmentation credits. lt has not
consulted with the RRCA to review whether such actions are consistent with its Compact
entitlements.
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Due to the degree of overdevelopment that Nebraska allowed, Nebraska must take

substantlal actisn to return to cornpliance. Governor Heineman and Dr. Bleed once recognized

the size and'scope of that aecessary actionl to implement signlficant reductions in groundwater

over.pumplng. Yet having recognized that task, Nebraska has slnce shrunk from it.

And so, Kansas has no cholce but to seek the Courfs intervention to resolve Neb'raska's

stubborn noncornpliance and the equally stubb.orn hydrotogical problems that noncompliance

has saused, l(ansas seeks an Order that forces substantial reductions in groundwater pumping

and a River Master to superintend that diffieult but necessary reduction. Kansas asks for an

enduring solution, The Compact is perpetual,,because the Basin's water supply must be

sustainable.
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Table 1

Neblaska Ove¡:use
2003 - 2006

1 2 3 4 5

Water-Short Year Test
Guide Rock

Statervicle Test
Hardy

¡rel I(ansas
(acre-feet)

¡ler Nebraska
(acre-feet)

Year' per l(ansas
(acre-feet)

¡rel Nebraska
(acre-feet)

25,420

36,640

42,325

36,880

25,420

36,640

41,?85

N/¿\

2003

2004

2005

2006

42,990

36,100

42,390

28,615

35,õ05

71,005

3õ,315

r4L,2ß5

N/A

N/4.

Average

Total

39,480

78,960

Notes:

a, Coltrmns 2 and 3 shorv Nebraskâ oveulse above Guicle Rock (sulrject to Water-Shorü
Year accou¡ttiug for 200õ ancl 2006).

l¡, Colurnns 4 ancl 5 shorv Nebraska statervicle ovemse above Harcly (subject to five-yeal
acconnting fol all yeals, starüiug in 2003).

c. All values in colurnn 2 and the 2006 value i¡r coltrnn 4 ale as cletelruinecl by l(ausas as

shorvn in lfun. Exh. 1, Attachments 1 a¡rcl 2 (1/20/2009) in Nonbincling Albitration before
I(arl J, Dleher.

d, All values in colrrmn 3 are as cletermined by Nebrasha as sho\r,n i¡r the RRCA Compact
Accounting s¡lreadsheet for 200õ rvithout ¡ron-fecleral reservoir evaporation belorv Flarlan
County Lake ancl bhe value cletern'¡inecl by Nebraska for'2006 as shorv¡r in Neb. Exlt. 8, Table 1,

af 6 (211712009) in Nonbincling r\r'bitration before l{arl J, Dreher,

e. 2003 - 2005 values i¡r column 4 are as shorvn in RRCA, 45th Annual Report, Eng'g Comur. Rep.,
Table 3Cl Com¡ract Accountirrg rvith non-feclelal reselvoil eva¡roration belo¡v Harlan County.

f. \¡alrres in Colunrn 5 are as shorvn in RRCA, 4Sth Aurrral Report, Eng'g Comm. Rep,, Table 3C:

Cornpact r\ccor,rnüing rvithout no¡r-fecleral reservoil eva¡roration belorv Harlan County,

g. N/A = not available.
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2t6,080

459,180

280,270

414,310

303,200

2n7.43f)

2lß,7r0

204,810

20õ,210

136,710

262,950

246,240

49,370

254,370

?5,060

2?8,600

õ0,2õ0

I 1.100

?07,6ã0

669_470

266,140

39?,080

384,690

zß9,740

293.140

161,430

2t2,470

r92,780

27'.t,170

220.110

104,?10

t84,6r0

101,910

(?,430)

73.030

519,810

62S,360

fr42,67O

484,990

õ46.830

273,860

265,460

26?,910

333,070

374.ã10

284,õ60

253,520

2ú7,790

244,5G0

31õ,050

(r0,700)

11,9.10

10,120

89,410

59.460

431,420

268,'.t60

?6,960

173,800

1{ì0.230

346,600

203,1õ0

331,6?0

332,940

304.730

312,630

390,690

301,910

394,920

243.460

33,870

(fr?,540)

29,780

(6 r ,980)

81,270

204,800

9ã,320

114,9û0

(3rì,430)

l.Ì.1 fi20l

286,220

259,390

342,860

331,620

39fì^940

303,080

174,600

233,O80

248,130

268.9 I O

06,800)

84,890

10f),?80

89,490

1 3ß O30

(8rr,360)

97,080

177,100

328,5?0

4û0.330

307,610

298,660

3G2,140

270,290

268.G60

261,130

3l 1,0s0

27õ,680

263,630

296.0tì0

õ0,380

( 12,430)

86,460

6,G60

(3?,40tÌ)

46?,õ?0

370,250

346,030

264,100

93,670

Record of Nebrasha Compact Allocatiorr and Use of the
Republican River

Yenr Alloeatior¡

Conr¡rnted
Bencflci¡l
Constrm¡rtive
Uso (CBCU)

Irn¡rolte<l
lVater
Srr¡rply
C¡eclit
(nvs)

Allocntiol -
CBCU +
nvs

2-year Totals
(rvheu water
short year
critetia rvere
rlet)

116,900

22,080

(€?,780)

(32J¿åA)

68,030

74

(?0,102)

(84,${i2)

(2õ,rJ9rD

õ-year
Totals

1059

1960

1961

1962

ltlG3

19G5

1966

196?

19G8

1069

1970

l9?1

1972

l9?3

ls7õ

r9?6

1977

1978

l$80

1981

1982

1083

lf)84

1086

IOB6

l9B?

1988

1989

2C6,368

2 10,9û0

260,6?0

29f),070

283,220

234,300

(32,702)

(i2,2$O)

28,370

10,588

(¿ft,242)

(8S,332)

1

1990

19Ðl

1992
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1903 õ12,960

1994

rs0õ

1996

199?

l8g8

2000

2001

2Ãfi2

c00t

8gç6

2006

,200?

ts8,Ð40

r8?,ss0

,44380

106,07û

sÐz,Gso

238,G?0

2412,8å0

lL e5

12,2t4

21,Ð28

(41,?8Ð

(3?,99{¡)

si,483

(i'9,ûû1)

(lõ0,s06)

(r¡?,d68)

0,s38

({0,?84)

(?8,4¿6)

(?&88Ð

(r8,618)

406,980 310,Ð88

Soiu'ces:

Nste*:

For 195á. l#),1, &oo tolnru C, Tabb 8e, 'co ¡e taüles,xls'

FO¡ l0ûö - Ê00?, RBCAAccq{rtitg$preailsheets.asli€tt¡l inah?st "Emrcüs-1998'2007" h rNB

coìr¡pli¡nee 1968"200?:xls"

!:year lYater Short Yc¿r têat ånat 6.'€âr comp¡ïûnee Èqui¡!ügnts implemcnled by the Final Settletìrqnt
Stipulution (2003)

2000 and 200? accounting values are in ilieptto

s3¿,6õ0

8t?,300

3$?,700

s16,4Í)
¿f)9.(}60

g9ö,8æ

u?8,900

3lõ,680

2Ð1,160

.1{12:8{lO

l?,902

24,å9,1

16.464

11,ß'11

18-444

64,872

7n,194
38,,*54

86,ã97

t4.BO4

469,401

6s44å5

046,68S

3?dBe6

26õ.?61

c91,S20

29S,S80

åsû,5ö0

221,68D

2fi5-rì3{l

sgq680

2gz,3z0

26ð,t10

s62,180

282,ßñO

18,66S

t8,242

18,996

0,?80

lo.s80

14,0,t6

%,w2

0õ,884)
(2í,42Al'

(3ß^t4(n

226,285

t27,743

73,92õ

18,168

f88.07{n

I

r
I

I

I

i
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ATTACH}IENT I

Appentlix C to Petition

Statcnrent
of

Kansas Chief Engineer Dayid W. Barfiekl

COMES NOW, Davicl W. Balfield, pr¡rsuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 1746, and states as

follorvs:

l. I anl Chief Engineer of the Division of Water Resources, Kansas

Department of Agriculture (Kansas Chief Engineer').

2, I atn a licensed professional engineer', ancl, as Kansas Chicf Engineer', I

have plincipal responsibility for the administration of rvater in Karrsas, including

replesenling Kausas on the interstate rvatel cornpact adrninistrations to rvhich it is a parþ,.

3. I have wofted on Republican River Compact uratters since 1992. Front

I992 until 2007,I led technical effofis relatecl to Kansas' interstate rvater issues regarding

the Republican River ("Republican"). I rvas Karrsas re¡rresentative to the Republican

Rivet'Compact Administlation ("RRCA") Engineering Comrnittec fronr 1994 until 2007.

I rvas the leacl technical represcntative in the rnediatecl negotiatiorrs betrveen Kansas ancl

Nebraska of 1995- 1997 ancl rvas Kansas' teclnical representative in settlernent

discttssions fionr 200 l-2002, I co-authorecl thc Accounting Procedures that became

Ap¡rendix C of the Final Settlement Stipulation ("FSS"), aud rvas a mernl¡el of the

Grounchvatel Mocleling Conurittee established by the FSS. FSS, $ W,C. As Kansas'

RRCA Engineeling Conrtnittee replesentative folloling the ently of the Suprcure Court

Dect'ee of May 19, 2003 ("Declee") apploving the FSS, I participatecl in its rvork to

concluct a corn¡rlehensive levierv of the Accounting Proceclures, the clevelo¡lment of an
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accûunting sptoadsheet, and other nratters related to im¡tlentenlation of thc Decree. Since

2007, as Kansas Chief Engineer', I have represerrted Kansas as colnpact comtnissioner'

4. I have reacl the Petition to rvhich this statenlent is attached as Appendix C,

ancl the facts statecl in the Petition are true and comect to the best of my knorvledge,

infounation and belief.

5, As is delnonstmted herein, excessive grounclrvater pumping for irtigation

in NebLaska is the principal cause of Nebraska's violatiotts of the Republican River

Corn¡ract and the Decl'ee enfot'cing the Cotn¡ract.

6, The clepletiou of stream flows caused by groundrvatel puntpirtg is a

physical process that has been rvell understood for many decades, and is norv quantified

aud applied to the Republican RiveL Basin ("Basitt") using the Inethods agteed upon by

the States, prescribed in the FSS, and approvecl in the Decree. The quantitative details of

deternrining the physical impact of groundu'aler ptuuping on Republican stteatnflorvs are

specifiecl in tlre RRCA Groultclu,ater Model incorporated into tlte Dectee in tltis case.

7. A short explanatiou of the physical relationsltip bettveen gt'ottnchvater

punrpirrg and Republ icatr stteamfl orvs fol lon's:

B, The Ogallala aquilel and the alluvial aquifers associated rvith the

Republican River. ancl its tribulal'ies are, in a sense, like huge underglouttcl leservoirs of

sancls ancl gmvets containing rvater, repleuished by rainfall tltat percolates thlough the

overlyirrg soils. 'Whcn the reservoir is frrll, the overflorv creates stt'eanlflotr'. FiguLe I (A)

(fronr U,S. Geological Sut'vey, Cit'cttlal 1139, Gromd lllqter uncl Surface l4lqler: A

Single Resource). When grounchvatel puntpiug begins, grounclrvatet' levels declirte in the

imrnecliate vicinity of the pumping, As pumping cotttinues, gtotttrdrvatet'levels continue
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to declinc ancl the alea over rvhich the clecline occuls cxpancls. Where the aquifer

ntatelials are tttrifortn, the geotneflic shape of the s,atel level declines resembles a¡r

invertecl cone, rvith the apex at the rvell location, and is often refelred to as a "cone of

clepression". Gror¡nclu,ater is incluced to flol torvard each ¡ruur¡ring u'ell location, As the

cotre of clept'ession increases in size, the pumped u'atel' is derivecl fì'oltl "stot'ed"

groundrvater'. Figure I (B). There al'e ovel' 10,000 purnping nells in the Republican

Basin itt Nebt'aska, each creatirrg its orvn cone of clepressiou and intel'acting rvith the

other cones.

9. As pumping continues and the cone of depression expands latemlly arvay

fì'otn tlte location of pttntping, it can intersect a stlearn, such as ttre Republican Rivelor'

one of its tributaries, When this occuls, flol in the strcam diminishes becat¡se less

gt'oundtvater clischarges to the stream, and/or lnore water is induced to seep florn the

stream into the aquifer. Figure I (C).

10. If pumping ceases, the impact orì stream flow docs not irnnlediately stop;

t'ather, rvatet' that tvoulcl have othern'ise been in the stream insteacl lefills the cone of

depressiott, and groundrvater levels slorvly begin to rise torva¡d the levels that existccl

before the purnping began. Consequently, sheamflou, cloes not fully recovel until the

grottrtdrvatet' levels have returned to their oLiginal level, In the Basin, depencling on the

location of thc purnping, this recovel'y process rvould take 1,eals, decades ol evetì longer.

I L Crot¡uchvater levels ale rontinely monitorecl at numel'ous locations

throttghotrt tlte Basín in Nebt'aska, and provicle a dilect and objective rueasule of

gt'ottndrvatel' conditions, tt'ends, and the potential for future sh'eam depletions in tlle

basin. Grottttdtvater levels clocunlent hot'r, nruch u,ater is in the underglouud reservoir,
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and rvhether thc amount of rvater in the resel'voil is increasing, clecrcasing, ol staying the

same. When groundrvater levels are clecreasitrg, less rvater is being addecl to tlte leservoit'

than is being removed, thus depleting the antount of tvater in the reservoit', As the rvater

in the reservoir is depleted, strearn florvs arc also depleted due to the plocesses clescribed

abovs.

12, By assembling the data available for rvells rvithin an at'ea, a composite

charactetization of grounchvatel' level changes ft'otn yeal to yeat' over the past several

decades can be develo¡led. Fcr example, the Upper Re¡lublican NatuLal Resotltccs

District ("URNRD') encompassos Perkins, Chase ancl Dundy counties in southrvesteut

Nebraska (see urap in Apperrdix I to the BrieÐ,

13. Attached to this Statenent is Figure 2, rvhich depicts tlte average decline

since 1980 in grounchvater levels at 200 or so monitori¡rg locatiotts in the URNRD for'

each year', l'elative to average gLoturdrvater levels tlrat existed in 1980. Figule 2 shorvs

that, orr average, groundrvatel levels in this distdct have beelr steadily declining at a rate

of almost 1 foot pcr ye al fbr the better part of 30 yeals. Apalt front sonte sloling of the

rate of clecline clulirrg the significantly rvetter clirnatic periods of the nridclle 1990s ancl

2007-2009, the clecline has been persistent and uruelenting. This is tt'ue evetr since

accouutiug under the Decree lregan at the beginning of2003'

14. Ths trencl of grounchvatel level declines in the URNRD gualalttees

continuing ancl increasing streanl flou, de¡rletions utrless Nebtaska takes clralnatic

r,emeclial lìteasures to leverse the declittcs, Fot' exatnple, streantflotvs in the u¡r¡ler'

r.eaches of Ftenchman Cleek, a rnajol tributary to the Republican Rivel tltat flou's

tluough this clistrict, have all but vanishecl, Streamflorvs at this location are plincipally
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comprised of baseflons -- dischaLges flom the groundwater systelì1. The annual

stteantflorv of Ftenchtnart Creek at the gage near Inr¡relial, Neblaska is shorvn orr Figure

3. This fìgule shorvs the total sheamflorv passing the gage for each year flonr 1960

through 2009, Annualstreamflorvs prior to the late 1960s s'ere genelally in the range of

50,000 to 60,000 acre-fèet, Since that tirrre, as glonnclrvater pumping has irrcleasecl,

groundrvater levels have cleclined, ancl streamflol's have steaclily decrcasecl, such that by

2009 the florv rvas less than 4,000 acle-feet, (except for urajor runoff that occtu'l'ecl in

2007), Tlús stteatnflorv depletion is rrot surprisirrg, given the steacty clecline in

groundrvater levels and groundrvater storage shorvn by the glouudlater level clata shorvn

in Figure 2.

15. The impacts of groundnater purnping on gtoundrvater levels and

stLealnflorvs extend dorvnstreanr in the basin, arrd accuurulats in Harlan County Lake,

The inflows to llarlan County Lake fonn a significant part of Kansaso water supply.

United States Geological Survey strealn gaging data on the Republican at Olleans,

Nebraska illustratss the impacts of streanl florv depletion fi'ont groundrvater pumping on

these itrflos,s. This gage is locatecl near the upper boundary of the lake's {lood pool. It

provicles tlte best available clata on inflorvs to Harlan Counþ, Lake fì'orn the mainstenr of

the Republican, Figure 4 clisplays the total annual strearn florv at this gage fi'om 1960

through 2009. The figule evidences the steady clecline in the inflorvs to Harlan County

Lake. Also sholn in FiguLe 4 is the amual precipitation at Harlan Couuty Lake. As is

It'ue at other pleci¡titation gages in the Basin, precipitation does not tlecrease over lime.

For tlte most part, the overall clecline in inftorvs shorvn irr Figure 4 reflccts the continuing

deplelion of gt'outrcln'ater stotage ancl grounchvatel clischalge to the streaurs in the Basin
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a6ove Harlan County Lake and the increasing depletion by Nebraska of rvatet' srrpplies

reliecl upou by Kansas.

16. The fact that groundrvater storage contirrues to be clepletetl, as is illrtstratecl

in Figure 2, indicates tlut strcam florv clepletions s,ill continue to itlcl'ease. Tltis

increasing deficit ill grounclu'ater stomge rìleans that evert íf grouttdlater purnpirlg rvere

to stop tonlon'ow, strealtrflotv depletions will continue long into tlte futurc. Itt essence,

gr.ounchvater stolage depletions ale sintply stleaurflorv depletions rvaiting to ha¡lpen.

17. F-igule 5 shorvs the expansion, frorn 1960 to 2008, of acreage rvithin

Nebraska ancl Kansas that is irrigated by groundrvater. This data *,as cleveloped by the

States for the Republican River Courpact Admilistlatiott Gtoundrvater Model, The

expansion in glouudrvater-irrigatecl acreage since 1980 irr Nebraska contl'asts sharply

u,ith the lack of increase iu Kansas. Much of this expansiotr occurted after Kansas began

raising its concel'ns in the mid-1980s about Nebraska's overdevelo¡lment. Even since the

Decree was entered, Nebraska has allorved sigrtificant expansiott in acreage irligatecl by

grounclrr,atet',

18. Similar.ly, Figure 6 shol,s the grolth in Neblaska's groundlater ¡lumping

rvithin the Re¡rublican RiveL Basin over tintc. This data is sunrtualized fi'ont clata

provided by the State of Neblaska for the RRCA Groundrvater Moclel. While there is

significant variatio¡r yeal' to year due to the natural valiatiott irt preci¡litation and othcl

clirnatic factors, the increasiug tlcncl is cleally related to the expansion of irrigatecl

acl'eage. While Nebraska pumping declined over the last sevelal yeals, these reductions

colr.esponcl to a pet'iod of unusually high pLecipitation, rvhich temporarily ledttced the

rueecl for iLrigation rvater supply.
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19. ThatNebraska failecl the fiLst test of compliance underthe FSS is not in

clispute. Urrcler the FSS, the first compliance yeal' for the Water-Short Yeal test l'as

2006, FSS, App. B at B l. In Water-Short Year 2006, Nebraska rvas snbject to the trvo-

year compliance test set out in the FSS. Unclel' this test, Nebmska rvas rec¡uirecl to litnit

its beneficial cortstrurptive use above Guide Rock for fhe yeaLs 2005 and 2006 to its

allocation above Guide Rock less its irtrported Water Supply Credit.

Table I shorvs Nebraska's ovetuse for this first compliance test uncler the Decree,

accorcling to the nlethods agreed to by the States ancl oldered by the Coult, The States

agreed that Nebraska's ovenrs€ of rvater above Guide Rock in 2005 rvas at least 42,390

aclB-fleet. While the States agreed to all the accounting inputs ancl tlre fÌnal gtoundrvater

ntodel tun for 2006, the States disagreed over the aurount of Nebraska's oveluse clue

principally to the inability to agree on hou,to allocate Flarlan County Lake evaporation

behveen Kausas ancl Nebraska for 2006. As shotvn in Tal:le l, Kansas calcutatecl

Nebt'aska's ovçl'use of its allocation for'2006 to be 36,100 acre-feet. By comparison, in

the 2009 arbitration tlial, Nebraska calculated its oveluse for 2006 to be 28,615 acre-feet.

Under Kansas' calculations, Nebraska's average oventse is 39,480 acle-feef per year;

under Nelxaska's calculatiorts, Netrlaska's average ovenlse is 35,505 acre-feet pel'year.

Table I also shou,s the annual Nelrlaska statervide ovet'use for years 2003 to 2006

for Nebraska's statcrvide test of cornpliance, This compliatìce test is clone for a S-year

average, the first of u,hich rvas lor 2003-2007. The States have not agreed to 2007

accounting. Holevet, this tabulation shou,s Neblaska's ¡rattern of ovelt¡se of its

statetvide allocations cluling four of fivc years of the accounting periocl.

7
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20, Neblaska's clepletions to streaurflorv fiorn groun<hvater lrttm¡litlg, as

deternrined from the offrcial RRCA Grouudrvatel Model, averaged 201,960 acre-feet

above Guide Rock, Nebraska, for 2005 and 2006. In tltose satlle yeals, Nebraska

ove¡rsed its allocation by an average of 39,480 acre-feet per year above Guicle Rock, by

Kansas' calculations. By Nebraska's calcr¡lations, Nebraska's oveltlse averaged 35'505

acre-f'eet per year. Nebraska's ovsntse reptesents a yeally consttntptive rvatet' use fot'

rurol.e than 500,000 people, assttming 125 gallons per capita ¡lel clay and 50%

consurnptive usç. Kansas De¡raltnrent of AglicultuLc Division of Water Resources, 2007

Municipal Water Use Relrolt, Table 20, City of Salina; FSS, App. C, at C3l.

To achieve compliance in the inevitable dry peliods and rvater-shol't years to

co¡re, Neblaska must significantly reduce its gt'oundlater putttpittg, rvhich Nebraska has

thus far failed to do. Based on the arnount of its oveluse in 2005 and 2006, Nebraska

needs to ¡edçce its grcundrvater purnping depletions to at least as lotv as 170,000 acre-

feet or. im¡rlement a hydrologically equivalent altelnative. A silnilal result is obtainecl

tvheu Nebraska's oveLr¡se of its statervicle allocations ate cousiclet'ecl fol the last five-yeal

periocl (2002 to 2006) for rvhich the amount of consutnptive use is available from ageed

RRCA accounting.

2l . As is clescribed above, gloundrvater pumping impacts to streamflorv

cannot lre turned olr ancl off or even signihcantly reclucecl in the short telm. Figut'e 7

shotvs hoç,Nebl'aska clepletions to streamflons from glouttcllatet pumping ltave glorvn

over ti¡re, and can be expected to co¡rtinue to inçrease uuless vety significatrt actions at'e

taken. Figure 7 shorvs the histolic de¡rletions thlough 2008, as estimated by the States

tusing the jointly clevelo¡red RRCA Clounchvater Model. Figure 7 also shou's a fttturc
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plojection that was made using the RRCA Grounclrvater Moclel to illustlate the general

¡:otential trend in de¡lletions going folrvarcl. This projection rvas macle by assunring long-

ternt avslage conditions rvith average groundrvatel pumping per acre from the peliod

2003 to 2008 appliecl to I'ecent illigatecl acreage (2007). This 2003 to 2008 period n'as

rvetter tltan averâge in Nebraska, and so this projection l'epresents a firture conclition rvith

less in'igation ¡rurnping pel acre than has osct¡rred historically.

22, FiguLe 7 clemonstlates that, even assuming leduced glonndrvatel prunping,

Nebl'aska's impacts rvill extencl and exacerbate the tendency to violate the Decree during

dry periocls. This is because Nebraska's ftlture depletions ale far at:ove the threshold to

prevent ovenlse cluring dry periods. Until Nebraska recogrrizes this fact aud embraces thc

montune¡rtal changes that are ueeded to attain and maintail cornpliance tvith the

Courpact, its depletiorrs rvill cotttinue to glow, rnaking future compliance proglessively

rnore difficult, Kansas has estimatecl that Nebmska rnust reduce its pumping by

apploxinrately 40% in order !o leducc grounclrvater depletions suffìciently to achieve

future Courpact compliance or inrplement a hydrologically equivalent alternative, While

in lecent ),eal's Nebraska has prefelred purchasing surface rvatel fol'delivery to Kansas

tatltet'than ntaking the necessary groundrvater pumping rcductions, its past purchases

Itave been insufficient to obtain cotupliance. MoleoveL, the data plesentecl here suggcsts

that there rvill be significantly less availatrle surface rvater sup¡rlics in futulc clr'y peliocls

because of stlearnflorv clepletions caused by Neblaska's purnping. See Figs.3,6. Thus,

Nebraska has little choicc but to shaLply reduce its groundrvafer purnping, or take some

Itydrologically equivalent action.
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23, Nebraska's recent lecluction in glounchvater pumping is lalgely duc to

above average precipitation, particularly 2007 to 2009 tbr Nebraska's palt of the Basin,

which tempolarily decleased the demand fol irligation watel'supply.

Figure I shou,s thc lelationship l¡chveen pleci¡litation in the Republican Rivel'

basin in Neblaska and Nebraska's gLounchvatel irrigatìon pum¡ling. As precipitation

increases, irrigation punrping pel acle is reduced, The sr¡m of precipitation and irrigatiott

depth has remained relatively constatrt ovçr the period,

24. As shorvn by the forgoing, Nebraska has violated the Decree and nlust

take significant action imrnediately iu order to preveut Íì¡ture violations of the Decree .

I state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and colrect to the best of

ruty knorvledge.

Executed on A¡llil 21, 2010.

/s/ Davicl W. Barfield
David W. Barfield
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Figure 7:

Figule 8:
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Neblaska, By Nebraska Crotrnclrvatel, Punrping, I-listorical and projected
Nebraska Groundtvater llrigation altd Preci¡ritation, Republican River
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Figure 1

Illustration of the Effect of Groundwater Ptrmping on Streamflow
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Figure 2
Average Groundwater Level Deeline

Upper Republican Natural Resources District, Nebraska
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Souree: United States Geological Surrr.ey National lVater Info¡mation System
Note: Each ilata point represents the average for wells with data in 1980 and each
correspondingyear. Number of obsewatisns included in each average value vâries frour
190 to 238.
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Frenchman Creek Annual Streamflow
Upper Republican Natural Resources District, Nebrasla
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Figure 4
Annual Republican River Streamfl.ow Oand. Local Pr,ecipitation eJ

Ilarlan CounW Lake, Nebraska
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Fig¡rre 5

Groundwater lrrþate d Area
Republican River Basin, Nebrasta and Kansas
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Figure 6
Groundwater lrrþation Punap;¡e by Nebraska

Republican River Basin, Nebraska
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Figure 7

Depletions of Republican River Streamflow Above Guide Rock, Nebraska
By Nebraska Groundwater Pumping

Ilistorical and Projected
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Figure 8
Nebraska Groundwater I¡rigation and Precipitation

Republiean River Basirr, Nebraska
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